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The popularity of natural rubber as an important raw

material was distorted in the post-World War Two period. It

received heavy competition from synthetic rubber. The main

purpose of this paper is to determine and to study supply

elasticity and demand elasticity of natural rubber in the

case of Malaysia. The main aim of analyzing the period

since 1971 is that both price and quality competitiveness of

Malaysian natural rubber have drastically improved.

Therefore, in order for Malaysia to maintain her position as

the leading producer and exporter of natural rubber in the

world, supportive policies and incentives from the

government would further enhance the prospects for

improvements in this industry.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

A significant factor that made rubber growing

attractive on a large scale and for commercial purpose was

the demand created by the automobile industry in the early

twentieth century. Natural rubber was regarded as an

important industrial raw material which the automobile

industry needed for products, ranging from seats to tires

and hoses.

The discovery of vulcanization further enabled the

fabrication of other rubber products besides tires, such as

footwear, erasers, and waterproofing (1, p. 3). Since the

commercialization of natural rubber (NR) as a major raw

material in the mid-nineteenth century, NR was the only

elastomer demanded in the world rubber market and largely

consumed in rubber related products until the invention of

its closest substitute, synthetic rubber (SR), during World

War II. Prior to the discovery of SR, the supply and

demand for NR was influenced by fluctuation in businesses,

particularly in the automobile industry.

Significance of the Problem

However, the popularity of natural rubber as an

important industrial raw material was distorted in the

1
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post-World War Two period. It received heavy competition

from synthetic rubber, produced abundantly in the USA. The

shortage of natural rubber at the beginning of World War Two

was due to the victory of the Japanese army over the

colonial powers in the South and the Southeast Asian

countries. The loss of the colonies to Japan meant that the

westerners had very limited access to natural resources

which they normally obtained from these colonies. It was

very vital to find substitutes for them, especially at the

peak of World War Two. It created a strong drive for the

development of synthetic rubber.

From 1947 to 1949, the price of natural rubber dropped

to an average of 0.8645 M$/kg from 1946's 0.9231 M$/kg.

These years also marked the decline of the importance of NR

as a primary raw material in rubber related industries. The

price for natural rubber has since been dictated by the

price of synthetic rubber. It is said that

the -SR industry was destined to expand and to
pose a threat to NR, being predicated on
large scale production, assured captive
markets and above all, on cheap and plentiful
petroleum feedstocks and energy. Thus began
an era of fierce NR-SR competition, leading
to secular price declines of the 1950s and
1960s (1, p. 9).

In spite of the shrinking share of natural rubber in the

world rubber market, Malaysia still remains the leading

exporter of this material with a 26.3 % share of the world's

natural rubber market.
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There have been significant reductions in total rubber

lands largely due to some rubber growers' shifting to other

crops. The price of natural rubber may have been the

primary factor that reduced or slowed the effort of rubber

growers to cultivitate their rubber crops. Other factors

that contribute to shaping natural rubber production or

supply are largely related to the ability to meet the

growing demand from rubber consumers and to compete both in

price and the ability to meet the high-tech industries'

stringent requirements. These factors can also increase or

decrease the total production of natural rubber, not only in

Malaysia but in other major natural rubber countries as

well.

Objective of the Analysis

The objective of this thesis analysis is to focus on

the following perspectives:

1. To examine the factors that may have some impact on

NR supply, demand, and prices, particularly in Malaysia.

2. To examine the changes and the adjustments within

the independent variables observed in relation to Malaysian

NR supply and demand.

3. To see whether Malaysian NR supply is still

significantly dependent on SR prices, especially within the

period from 1971 to 1987.

Scope of Analysis

Two approaches will be used to study the NR production
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in Malaysia and demand for Malaysian NR from 1971-1987. The

two approaches are the supply elasticity approach and the

demand elasticity approach. These approaches are used to

analyze the factors that effect the demand and the supply of

Malaysian NR.

Organization of the Analysis

This thesis will be composed of six chapters.

The present chapter discusses the problems of the NR

industry in Malaysia. This chapter also states the

objective and the scope of the analysis.

The second chapter will discuss various aspects of the

Malaysian NR industry. The chapter will not only give a

description of various aspects of the Malaysian NR industry

but also enhance the readers' understanding of the NR

industry in this country.

The third chapter will construct an econometric model

for computing and testing supply and demand elasticities for

NR in the case of Malaysia for the years 1971-1987. This

chapter will mention the type of statistical analysis that

will be used in estimating the models. It will also set up

the hyphotheses that are to be tested in the analysis.

Finally, this chapter will state the limitations faced in

the study.

The fourth chapter will discuss the data gathering

process. This chapter will explain the variables

individually and the reasons these particular variables were
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selected and used in the analysis. Furthermore, it will

explain the ways of interpreting the statistical results.

The fifth chapter will evaluate and correlate all the

econometrical and statistical results. This chapter will

determine the degree of relationship and will analyze the

relationship with respect to the variables used in the

models. It will also analyze the variables that are most

related to the models. Finally, this chapter will explain

the statistical results of the economic behavior of the

Malaysian NR industry.

The sixth chapter will summarize some important points

or findings from the previous chapters. And it will also

give some policy recommendations based on literature and

findings that can be utilized. These may be useful for

public and private policymakers in this industry to consider

in improving, strengthening, and expanding the Malaysian

natural rubber industry.
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CHAPTER TWO

AN OVERVIEW OF THE NATURAL RUBBER

INDUSTRY IN MALAYSIA

Background

The total agricultural land devoted to rubber crops in

1987 was estimated at 1.8979 million hectares (ha.), a

reduction of 5.29 percent from the 1980 rubber land

estimate. The natural rubber industry provided jobs for 13%

of the labor pool in the country. It also contributed

about 5.7 percent of the Gross National Product (GNP), which

was an increase of 5.7 percent from the 1986 GNP share. In

the natural rubber industry, the rubber lands are divided

into two groups of ownership. The first group is generally

referred to as smallholders. This group consists of people

normally owning not more than 40 ha. of rubber land per

person. However, as a group, they comprise about 500,000

smallholding families living in rural areas and' organized

scheme lands. These families possesed rubber lands

totalling 1.509 million ha. as of 1987.

The smallholdings can be further categorized into three

components, namely, scattered individual holdings, organized

holdings in land development schemes, and holdings

fragmented from rubber plantations. The first is the

biggest smallholders component. There are about 348,600

7
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smallholding families scattered around the country,

especially in rural areas. Their ownership accounts for

about 67% of the total rubber lands. The lands in this

component are usually transferred within the families in

case of the death of the owner and rarely sold to others.

The second component is made possible through various

government land development agencies. Among the agencies

are Malaysian Rubber Development Corporation (MARDEC), Rural

Industrial Smallholders' Development (RISDA), Malaysian

Rubber Research and Development Board (MRRDB), Rubber

Research Institute of Malaysia (RRIM), Federal Land

Development Authority (FELDA), and ,Federal Land

Consolidation and Rehabilitation Authority (FELCRA). Their

main role is to plan, administer, and implement programs or

projects that will stimulate a faster rate of growth and

will improve the yield of various crops in the smallholding

factions.

Each agency is assigned tasks that will help improve

the agricultural productivities, market the commodities, and

increase the disposable income of farmers. The help is also

made available to the small rubber growers. During the

fifteen years of the New Economic Plan (NEP), FELCRA and

FELDA have relocated some 115,000 families into their

respective land development schemes covering about 290,000

ha. of planted area in several states. Thus, aids and
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supports are given by the government to raise the economic

level of this group.

The last component of smallholders is composed of

145,000 ha. of ex-estates that were fragmented by the

government since 1950 into 36,400 separate holdings. The

outcomes of this action were uneconomical and created some

negative social and political consequences. This practice

was finally stopped by state governments in the mid-sixties.

The state governments formed their own state agencies and

assumed the responsibilities of overseeing the economic

performance of this fragment. The state agencies have

further expanded the smallholding under their schemes to

100,000 holdings.

The operation in the smallholding rubber lands has

traditionally been carried out by the owners and families.

This minimizes the direct costs incurred by the smallholders

because the work done by the families is usually not

compensated. Hired laborers or renters may also be involved

in the production. Another common practice in cultivating

rubber trees is leasing the crops to rubber contractors. It

is also known as "share cropping" where the owners receive a

bigger proportion of the revenue produced by the crops than

the rubber contractors. The rent or payment due to the

rubber owners is payable monthly or annually depending on

the agreement between the two parties. The vast majority of

smallholders do not grow rubber crops only. Rubber crops
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are a part of large farms where the owners also plant rice,

cocoa, and a variety of fruits.

In 1987, the other group, rubber plantations or rubber

estates, owned the remaining rubber crops, amounting to

approximately 388,900 hectares. Although the total rubber

lands for estates in Malaysia is smaller than the

smallholdings, these entities are more organized and capable

of producing natural rubber abundantly and marketing their

natural rubber more efficiently, technically and

administratively, than the former. The plantations employed

about 113,300 workers in 1987. Their business activities

are not limited to rubber cultivation only. The bigger

plantations actively engage in other rubber related

activities, namely, trading, milling, processing,

manufacturing, and exporting.

Overall, rubber crops in the smallholding sectors

belong to Malaysians. They account for 79.5% of rubber land

area and 68.5% of total rubber output in 1985. Their role

as key producers of natural rubber for this country is

becoming more important. The figures demonstrated an

expansion of 8.4 percent and 10 percent for over a decade,

respectively. However, the facts are reversed with rubber

estates. The estates are declining in both land hectarage

and output production. Although local rubber growers owned

49% of the rubber estates, the remaining belonged to

foreigners. The single largest foreign ownership in

Malaysian rubber estates is British, about 35%.
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Production and Consumption Process

The production/supply and the consumption/demand of

world elastomer (rubber) can be catagorized into two

segments. The two are the production and consumption of

natural rubber, and the production and consumption of

synthetic rubber. The post-World War Two era marked the

period of growing demand and supply for synthetic rubber and

declining demand and supply for natural rubber. In the

early years of synthetic rubber, the huge production and

consumption of this rubber was caused by low prices for oil,

which is the main raw material. Synthetic elastomer can be

produced in factories free from the planting and harvesting

process.

Production

The production of synthetic rubber eliminated the

urgent need for a smooth flow of natural rubber to the west

during the peak of World War Two. Currently, the leading

synthetic rubber producing countries are the United States,

Great Britain, France, Japan, the USSR, and Italy. In

addition to low oil prices before the year 1971, the

continuous growth of the synthetic rubber share in the world

elastomer market is also attributed to major natural rubber

producing countries' failure to meet all demands for

elastomers quantitatively and qualitatively.

For several years the excess production of SR that was

dumped into the world elastomer markets has pressured down

the prices for natural rubber, primary income for rubber
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growers in the major NR producing countires. There are five

major natural rubber (NR) producing countries in the world.

The countries are Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, India, and

Sri Lanka, which produced about 35%, 24%, 18%, 5 %, and 3%

in 1987, respectively. The 35% showed Malaysia's share in

the production of world natural rubber decreased 5% from

1980 but rose 2.6% from 1986's production.

The volatility in natural rubber production might have

been influenced largely by rapid price fluctuations,

stringent and special requirements demanded by certain

consumers, and the price of synthetic rubber in the

elastomer market. Thus, the lower natural rubber supply may

be coincident with the depressed price of NR in the markets.

This in turn may have forced some rubber growers to convert

several thousand hectares of their rubber land to other more

profitable crops such as palm, cocoa, coconut, etc., and

these events may have further decreased the competitive

advantage of natural rubber from this country.

Other factors that disrupt continous NR production

activities besides availability of land are pests, heavy

rains, strong winds, and labor shortfalls. The first three

problems are quite impossible to counteract. Labor

shortfalls are the result of high inflationary rates and low

wage rates in estates particularly. The majority of estate

workers are paid daily except for supervisors. Most of the

wages are determined between the management, the Malaysian

Agricultural Producers Association (MAPA), and the labor
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union, the National Union of Plantation Workers (NUPW).

Unfortunately, most of the meetings between these groups

lean more toward the management side.

The wages earned by the rubber tappers and other estate

workers coincide with the fluctuation of natural rubber

prices in the local and world markets. Although it does not

reflect the whole situation, it is how the workers, and

rubber growers especially, view whether it is worthwhile to

engage in rubber plantings. Normally, the wage rates are

based on the free on board (f.o.b.) of RSS I price. The way

the wage rates are structured may benefit the rubber tappers

during high productivity and price periods but may greatly

depress this particular group when demands are low.

Sometimes, when the trees produce more latex, the prices are

low, thus undermining their earning for that particular day

or month.

The circumstances also hold true for the rubber

growers, except for the wages. There was a survey made for

the period of 1929 to 1932 to study the marketing margin or

the incomes earned by the smallholders who were relying on

middlemen to sell their products to markets. Using the

daily RSS I price as a price reference, an amount

was deducted (for) the middlemen's margin
which constituted from 10 to 20 per cent of
the Singapore price ......... A further slice
of income was ongoings on non-family labor,
usually a share tapper who retained 40-50. of
crop. .... In the sample survey of 90
smallholders in 1931-32, a representative of
all ethnic groups, approximately one-third
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were operated by the owners and two-thirds by
hired workers .... (5, p.82).

The income received by the smallholders and share tappers,

especially in the unorganized group, can be greatly improved

if they can stop relying on the middlemen. They could pool

their resources together to enable them to be active

participants in marketing. Assuming this and also that the

share tappers continue to retain 40-50% of the maximum

crops' yield, the rubber owners can still earn 50-60% of the

total gross income. Using the M$72,263.60 calculated

before, each smallholder can receive a gross income between

M$36,131.80 to M$43,358.16 a year, which is a vast

improvement compared to decades ago.

The peak and trough periods of natural rubber

production in Malaysia correspond to demand, which is

directly affected by the prices for natural rubber on the

world rubber market. And the rubber growers' willingness to

continue harvesting rubber is also closely related to the

crop's price on the market and to prices of other major

crops. As prices of natural rubber were quite low in the

sixties and then in the late seventies and again in the

early eighties, the share of rubber crops in the national

agricultural land showed a declining trend. This happened

because some of the growers shifted to planting more

profitable crops such as palm and cocoa. The shifting
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from rubber crops to others began in the late sixties in

response to the low prices. Out of 2.0507 million hectarage

planted with rubber crops in 1966, the 1987 rubber lands

totalled 1.8969 million hectares, a drop of 15.38%.

However, the amount of planted hectarage did not always

reflect the quantity of natural rubber produced. Although

the total rubber hectarage shrank a little, the cumulative

national production of natural rubber was not impaired

seriously. The cumulative national rubber output in 1987

was 1.561 million tons compared to 1966's 746,400 tons. The

peak of Malaysian rubber production was in 1976, when 1.6124

million tons were produced.

The main factor which led to the increase in that

particular year's production was the worldwide increase in

crude oil prices initiated by OPEC in 1973. The oil embargo

consequently raised the cost of producing SR because oil is

the primary input material in the SR production process.

About 40-50% of production cost is comprised
of monomer costs, a substantial proportion
(over 25%) of the balance being comprised of
financial costs (depreciation of plant costs
plus provision of working capital). .... The
SR producers are now facing substantial
inflation in respect of monomer and operating
costs. .... Monomers for the productions of
SRs are petrochemicals made in refineries
from the crude oil. Well-head oil prices are
the input costs to the refinery and the
influence of these costs on petro-chemical
costs depends on how close these chemicals
are to the starting point of the refinery
operation. .... for the main SR monomers a
high proportion of any change in oil prices
would be translated into a change in monomer
costs and hence of SR production costs.....
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Oil price increases brought by pressure from
OPEC countries may possibly be regarded as
transient (1, pp. 41-42).

Therefore, the obvious consequences of the oil embargo

were a decline in demand for SR and an increase in prices

for both natural rubber and synthetic rubber. The high

price of petroleum has created an opportunity for natural

rubber to compete in the world elastomer market better than

before. The oil embargo has caused the investment in new SR

capital expansion to fall. Prices for natural rubber

improved from a low 0.94 M$/kg in 1973 to 1.99 MS/kg, 2.03

M$/kg, and 2.30 M$/kg in 1976 to 1978 respectively. The

upward trend in NR prices contributed to 1.6125 million tons

production of NR in 1976. This was the largest amount of NR

that Malaysia ever produced in a single year.

Table 1.--Prices of Natural Rubber and Synthetic Rubber
in the World Elastomer Market 1971-1976

(MS/kg)

Year 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

NR 1.0163 0.9351 1.6561 1.7944 1.3669 1.9906

SR 0.4409 0.4409 0.4409 0.5291 0.5952 0.5952

The high prices and demands have also enabled both

rubber growers and rubber manufacturers to invest more in

replantings and factories. However, a second oil price

hike, coupled with the world-wide recession that took place
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in 1979 and 1980, caused natural rubber prices to fall two

years later from 3.12 M$/kg in 1980 to 2.58 M$/kg and 2.01

M$/kg in 1981 and 1982, accordingly. However, it is hoped

that the period of high natural rubber prices during the

first oil embargo has enabled the natural rubber producing

countries to take the opportunity to improve the rubber

crops' yield and rubber related technologies in order to be

more competitive in the future.

After 1976, natural rubber production in Malaysia

dropped consistently in spite of a continuous increase in

oil prices. The average production in the eighties was

around 1.5 million tons a year. The fall was mainly

attributed to the conversion of the estate productive rubber

lands to other crops, worldwide recession as mentioned

above, and to low-yield rubber trees. Between the years

1966 and 1987, the planted areas of rubber in the estates

declined from 770,000 hectares to approximately

400,000 hectares. However, the decline in the estate

planted areas was offset by the increase in the

smallholdings hectarage. In the same period, the

smallholdings' rubber planted area expanded from 1.2807

million hectares to 1.5130 million hectares, a growth rate

of 1.5 percent per year.

Natural Rubber Marketing System

The market structure for rubber transaction is

classified into two components: internal (domestic) market
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and external (international) market. The former is known as

primary market while the latter is known as terminal market.

During British colonization, most colonies' rubber tradings

took place in the Rubber Trade Association of London (RTAL),

founded in 1913. The RTAL or, later, the London Rubber

Terminal Market Association (LRTMA) catered to rubber demand

from around the globe for almost half a century.

In addition to LRTMA, there are the New York Commodity

Exchange (COMEX) in the USA and two other terminal markets

located in Japan: Kobe Rubber Exchange and Tokyo Rubber

Exchange. Between these four terminal markets, COMEX

experienced two suspensions before it was permanently closed

down in 1975 due to low trade turnover and lack of support

from New York rubber traders. It may be also due to the

fact that natural rubber consumption in this continent is

largely influenced by the transaction activities in other

terminal markets and primary markets. Currently, some

rubber tradings in North America are done in the New York

Cocoa Exchange (NYCE). The trading of rubber here is

regulated by the Rubber Trade Association of New York.

Last but not least are the Japanese rubber terminal

markets, established to cater to local natural rubber

demands, including the Tokyo and Kobe rubber exchange

centers. Although the natural rubber trade -is influenced by

Kuala Lumpur and Singapore market activities, the local

rubber prices are determined domestically in the exchange
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centers. The prices, however, do not differ a lot from the

primary markets. Rubber tradings in these markets lean more

toward trade speculation than actual transaction. For

example, "in 1972 it handled a total volume of 5.1 million

tonnes of which only 17,000 tonnes or 0.33 percent was

(actually) delivered" (12, p. 35). The exchange centers in

Japan are regulated by the Commodity Exchange Act of 1950.

Primary markets are those located close to the source

of the natural rubber resources. In Malaysia, rubber is

negotiated and traded in the Malaysian Rubber Exchange

(MRE). It was established in 1962, to trade Malaysian

rubber on behalf of local rubber producers. Later the

decision of internalizing the trading of Malaysian rubber in

the MRE was for the Malaysians to attain full benefits from

this activity. The Malaysian Rubber Exchange and Licencing

Board (MRELB) is the governing body for rubber tradings in

Malaysia.

The actual Malaysian rubber market has a very long

chain of trading transactions. Traditionally, the trading

went through a number of dealers, which was time consuming

and inefficient. Between the rubber producers and their

final local buyers (local manufacturers and exporters),

there are two different middlemen. The two middlemen are

primary dealers and middle dealers. However, this system of

channeling NR from the "unorganized smallholders" scattered
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in non-scheme lands has prevented these smallholders from

receiving maximum income from their sales.

Regardless of the market considered, each market

basically requires membership status to participate. Some

members have more outlays so that they are able to involve

in "world wide operation .... and were able to engage in

arbitrage between various rubber markets, currency hedge and

hedging between different commodities. They also traded and

hedged between various grades of rubber and between trading

rubber positions within a market, skillfully exploiting

fluctuating prices and price differentials to their

advantage" (12, p. 27).

At the international level, there is a monitor that

observes the fluctuation of natural rubber prices in its

markets throughout the world. The monitoring is run by the

buffer stock management. The International Natural Rubber

Organiztion (INRO) was established as a result of mutual

agreement between the major natural rubber suppliers and

buyers. The main purpose of establishing this organization

is to ensure future NR productivity and supplies through

price stability. As has been discussed earlier, the

reduction in the number of planted hectarage and slow

increases in the NR production, not only in Malaysia but

also in other major producing countries, was largely caused

by rapid volatility in prices. The establishment will try

to encounter and soften the indirect manipulation by the
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synthetic rubber (SR) producers' own rubber prices as

mentioned before.

International Natural Rubber Organization

The post-World War II International Natural Rubber

Agreement (INRA) was first ratified by its members in 1979.

In addition to agreeing that price stability in NR markets

can enhance and ensure future NR supplies, the members

agreed to establish a buffer stock operation which was set

in action in 1981. The purpose of the buffer stock

operation is to manage a price control in the markets where

the price should not go over the ceiling or fall below the

floor price as predetermined in the agreement. The buffer

management's sole commodity in ensuring price stability is

the buffer stocks inventory bought by its members and stored

in warehouses throughout their countries.

Shipping of Malaysian NR

A large volume of Malaysian NR that is sold abroad is

sent by ships. Thus, it is very important to have low

transportation costs because approximately 92% of Malaysian

NR is consumed abroad. Most of the cargo ships that are

available and sufficient to carry this kind of merchandise

abroad are managed by the Far Eastern Freight Conference

(FEFC). For a number of years, Malaysia depended on FEFC

for shipping her rubber to the clients' countries.

FEFC shipped approximately more than 70% of Malaysian

rubber to European countries. FEFC has several advantages
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over non-conference carriers. The main advantage is that

they sail regularly on given routes and arrive at specified

ports according to schedule. These services are vital to

link the producing countries and the consuming countries and

to act as temporary floating warehouses. Thus, this

arrangement would reduce the costs of capital needed in the

trading countries. The good contacts and good records on

shipping and handling have made the FEFC very important for

the tasks.

Research and Development

Research and development (R&D) is essential to ensure

the survival, quality control, and further expansion of any

business. Thus, this does not exclude the natural rubber

industry. However, R&D in the NR industry has to cover from

one end of the industry, the agricultural sector, to the

other end of it, the end rubber sector. This means that

there should be a tremendous concern for improving the

quality and the productivity of rubber trees and latex per

hectare. And the importance of utilizing NR as a primary

raw material in producing pure or related rubber products

must be enhanced to comply with the increasing and changing

pattern of demand for it.

In the Malaysian NR industry, the major R&D is done in

the two MRRDB laboratories: the Rubber Research Institutes

of Malaysia (RRIM) in Kuala Lumpur and the Tun Abdul Razak

Laboratory (TARL) in London, United Kingdom. There are
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various aspects of NR that need to be improved, explored,

and exploited such as:

1. reducing the maturity period of the Hevea family

of rubber trees,

2. improving the natural latex quality and yield per

tree and per hectare,

3. reducing the cost of maintaining and operating

rubber lands, especially the tapping process,

4. reducing the cost of production and marketing of

rubber products in the end-rubber industry,

5. improving the equipment, machines, and labor

skills used in rubber tapping and production of

plants and their transfer, and

6>. improving the natural rubber grades, especially

the technically specified rubbers (TSRs) in order

to comply with more stringent requirements in the

end-rubber industry.

Review of Literature

There are some common problems facing the rubber

growers of both sectors. There is labor shortage in the

traditional rubber activities, mainly in rubber tapping,

milling, and processing. These have reduced the maximum

amount of natural rubber that Malaysia can produce. In

1987, the number of rubber tappers and other rubber crops

related workers declined 1.94 percent and 18.65% from 1986

and 10.53 percent and 38.65% from 1984, respectively. The
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younger generation in "rural areas ... are reluctant to work

as tappers or weeders because these jobs are generally

considered manual work of low order. ... they prefer to work

in factories (rather) than in their family holdings"

(20, p. 12).

Another major problem in the rubber crops industry is

low yielding rubber trees that produce latex. Some of the

trees are old and have been tapped practically ever since

they reached maturity. The yield of these trees, 700 kg/ha,

is significantly lower than new, high yielding rubber trees,

1,100 kg/ha in 1987. The income of the smallholders varies

as,

a research made on the distribution of total
earnings of smallholding families showed that
some 35% of the sample received less than
M$200.00 a month while 11% received more than
M$500 a month. The remaining sample of
smallholders earned between M$200-500 with a
mean of M$310.00 a month. 50% of the total
earnings were used to buy foods for the
family (2, p. 58).

Approximately 20% of smallholders' rubber trees still

produce a low quantity of latex, which is unprofitable.

The smallholders who replant their lands with new,

high-yield rubber trees are given grants and loans as

incentives and temporary sources of income until the new

rubber trees mature. They in turn will pay the loans

periodically with the earnings from the sale of natural

rubber as soon as the rubber trees are mature for

production. As of January 1, 1981, the rate of grant for
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rubber replanting for a holding of 10 hectares and below was

M$2,200/hectare (18, p. 106). For holdings of more than 10

hectares, the grants given were M$1,500/hectare

(10, p. 106).

Ceteris peribus, when new high-yield trees have

matured, these rubber trees can produce rubber latex at its

maximum, 1,453 kg/ha. a year. With proper care, appropriate

fertilizers, and chemical stimulants, the new clones are

capable of producing between 2,000-3,000 kg/ha. a year. And

for Rubber Smoked Sheet grade one (RSS 1), rubber growers

with new high-yield rubber crops will earn a gross income of

M*3,613.18 ha./year at 1,453 kg/ha. A further assumption is

that if each smallholder owned 20 hectares, his or her gross

earnings could be at least M$72,263.60 a year. If these

theoretical assumptions are true, the smallholders can be

economically independent and better off.

Replanting

In spite of the expansion in the number of rubber lands

under the smallholding sector, the most productive NR

producers are still the plantations or estates. The yield

of latex per hectar in 1987 was high in the estate, 1,482

kg, compared to the yield of latex per hectar in the

smallholding sector, 1,035 kg. Nevertheless, the production

in the smallholding sector has elevated from 700 kg/ha. two

decades before. And the elevation was achieved in both the

estate and smallholding sectors despite the decline of
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rubber lands due to the improvements in the yields of new

rubber trees.

High yielding materials were widely adopted
in the 1960s and the early 1970s in massive
replanting programmes and new planting
schemes. As a result, the estate yield rose
rapidly from 758 kg in 1960 to 1,418 kg in
1985, an 87% rise; it peaked at 1,460 kg in
1976. During the same period, yield in the
smallholding rose from 436 kg to 1050 kg, a
141% jump. The lower yield level in the
smallholding sector was attributed to the
slower rate of technology absorption, lower
level of replanting and indiscriminate use of
planting materials by the smallholders
(15, p. 12).

In order to overcome the reduction of rubber areas and

low latex production, the growers in both sectors are

encouraged to replace the old and low-yield rubber crops

with new and high-yield rubber trees. The process of

replanting the new rubber trees has to take place

periodically, so the supply of NR is not interrupted.

During the 1970s and 1980s, the replanting of rubber lands

with high-yield rubber trees ranged from approximately

10,500 to 30,000 hectares a year.

The life cycle of a normal tree has been shortened from

an average of thirty years to twenty years. The height of

the rubber trees was also reduced while the size of the

rubber trunks has increased which will be a better

protection against natural disasters such as landslides and

strong winds. And these new rubber trees produce better and

much more natural latex per hectare. Another method that

can induce the smallholders to increase replanting activity
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is by making additional money through the sales of

rubberwood. It is estimated that

60,000 hectares of rubber areas will be
replanted per year giving about 9 million
cubic meters or 6.45 million tonnes of green
timber per year. Currently, 5.02 million
tonnes are being utilized for the following:
fuel wood (4.22 million m. cubic or 3.03
million tonnes), charcoal (2.20 million m.
cubic or 0.38 million tonnes), and logs
(40,000 in. cubic or 28,000 tonnes). For the
furniture making and for building materials,
rubberwood is equivalent to other medium
hardwoods. It is known that rubberwood can
be a useful material for pulp.
Therefore, the prospect of turning rubberwood
to pulp is quite promising especially when
Peninsular Malaysia imported about $517
million worth of paper products in 1981.
(19, pp. 53-54)

In the estate sector, most of the processing and

marketing of the NR is done by the owners or managers

themselves. The estates pay cheap labor to work in the

plantations and factories. With their vast capital outlays

and big facilities, they can easily adjust their operations

to assure at least an appropiate return. Some of the rubber

estates are so large that they are capable of taking

advantage of dealing and marketing their rubber products not

only to local manufacturers but to foreign manufacturers as

well. This is due to large scale economies that enable them

to minimize the production and the operating costs, thus

enabling them to be competitive in marketing activities,

domestically and internationally. This also enables them

not to rely on the middlemen for marketing their

commodities.
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Consumption/Demand

Even though NR is facing heavy competition from various

grades of SR, as a unit of rubber, NR is consumed in a much

larger part of total rubber consumption than any individual

synthetic rubber. The NR in "tires use dominates

consumption with more than 71% going into tires and tire

products in 1984" (4, p. 40). Ahmad Farouk in his speech to

the participants of the International NR Conference (INRC)

said, that based on 1987 figures from the Institute of

International Synthetic Rubber Producers (IISRP), the NR

consumption in tire and tire products as a percentage of

total NR consumption is as follows: the Western European

countries consumed 66% of their imported rubber into tire

and tire products; the North American countries 72.3%; the

Asia and Oceania countries 50.1%; the Latin American

countries 77.3%; and the African and Middle Eastern

countries 66.0% (18). The weighted average proportion of

natural rubber consumption in this world-wide industry in

1987 was 61.6%.

Table 2 in the next page summarizes the proportion of

natural rubber consumption in Malaysian rubber end-products

in the selected years. The consumption of natural rubber in

global tire and tire products manufacturing industries will

remain the prime demand for this rubber in the future.
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Table 2.--Domestic Consumption of Natural rubber: Malaysia
(ton)

Year: 1981 1985 1986 1987

Sector Volume % Volume . Volume % Volume 7

Tire 22,331 32.67 19,003 26.91 15,766 23.02 21,985 25.09

Ftwear 5,553 8.12 4,834 6.85 5,191 7.58 5,847 6.67

Indust
rubber 10,705 15.66 7,585 10.74 6,981 10.19 8,537 9.74
goods

Latex
goods 18,823 27.54 21,805 30.88 23,893 34.89 31,877 36.38

General
rubber 10,945 16.01 17,393 24.63 16,647 24.31 19,373 22.11
goods

Total 68,357 100.0 70,620 100.0 68,478 100.0 87,619 100.0

Source: Statistics on Commodities, Ministry of Primary
Industries, Malaysia, October 1988, pg. 102.
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Domestic Consumption

Malaysia's natural rubber consumption was very small

when compared to the enormous amount of natural rubber that

was produced and exported. NR consumption is competing in

many elastomer areas with the man-made elastomers. Lower

global NR consumption was largely due to NR producing

countries' inability to produce enough NR to meet the demand

of the consumers. Another reason was the wild fluctuation

in NR prices; thus, price instability has prompted the

rubber consumers to find an alternative, synthetic rubber,

which is not only more stable in terms of price but also

abundantly available.

The majority of rubber produced in the world is

consumed in tire production. The demand for Malaysia's NR

that is used in this paper disregards the differences in NR

grades and, thus, sums the total demand together. The

competing rubber is consumed proportionally and differently

according to the requirements of each tire company. The

remaining rubber is consumed in other rubber-related

commodities such as appliances. Various NR grades such as

ribbed smoked sheets (RSSs), standard Malaysian rubber

(SMRs), and latex are striving against six major SR grades

in the rubber manufacturing activities. The SR grades are

styrene and butadiene rubber (SBR), butyl rubber (Butyl),

polychloroprene rubber (CR), synthetic polyisoprene rubber

(IR), polybutadine rubber (BR), and ethylene and propylene

co-polymers (EPM) and ter-polymers (EPDM).
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Manufacturing Sector

Malaysia has quite an impressive record of diversifying

her economy compared to other developing countries. As a

result of economic diversification, Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) grew in a variation of 5 to 8.5 percent between the

sixties and the eighties in real terms. The -rubber

manufacturing sector consumption of rubber increased from

1980's 3.8 percent to 1987's 4.8 percent. "In 1957,

manufacturing (industrials) only contributed about 8 percent

of GDP and 6.4 percent of the employment but by 1980, these

figures have increased to 19.1% and 15.8% respectively" (3,

p. 10). This indicates the increasing importance of this

sector to the national economy. There have been tremendous

efforts in the rubber manufacturing industry to increase

their productivity. Incentives are given to established and

potential local manufacturers who purchase and boost their

demand or consumption of Malaysian NR.

The rubber manufacturing sector provided thousands of

new jobs to local people. Nonetheless, the agricultural

sector must remain as an important economic activity in the

country. Some of the reasons for the declining share of

primary agricultural commodities are that they are less

attractive during the period of rising income and the

farmers and growers rely too much on traditional ways,

making them less productive and competitive. "This sector

produced 60% of the GDP in 1950" (8, p. 127) but declined to
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30.8% and 22.2% of GDP in 1970 and 1980, respectively, and

is.

projected to reach only 15 percent in 1990.
Nowadays, although fewer than 10

percent of new jobs are in the agricultural
sector, it still accounts for 40 percent of

those in employment - a measure of its social
and political importance as well as its
economic inefficiency (8, p. 127).

Although on one hand Malaysia had dominated the world

natural rubber market since its commercialization, that was

about "39% of the world output in 1983", but on the other

hand, "its rubber-related manufacturing industry has only

grown to 4.5 percent between 1981 and 1983" (6, pp. 1-2).

Malaysia's

share of total world export of such products
is less than 0.1 percent while its share of
latex-based products is only 5.2 per cent.

The distinct lack of economies of scales
of operation is due to a number of reasons,
among them the small size of many companies,
domestic orientation of sales, multiple
product lines of operation, low plant
utilization rate, and lack of financing for
plant expansion (14, p. 47).

The Malaysian Government gives a number of incentives

and cooperation in many ways to encourage this vast

potential industry. Among the provisions are that the new

industries are exempted from paying taxes from two to five

years and the industries are mostly located in free trade

zones where more tax exemptions and more freedom of

decision-making in terms of international trade are allowed.

Additionally, the federal government has been expanding and
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upgrading the local ports and harbors to accomodate

international shipping and handling for the convenience of

her export-oriented commodities. The government also grants

scholarships and loans to local youth to further their

studies locally or abroad in majors related to various

fields including aspects of rubber industries.

Furthermore, natural rubber has a number of advantages

compared with its man-made substitute, synthetic rubber.

Natural rubber normally costs less to produce than most

synthetic rubbers. The value added incurred in natural

rubber-related production processes has been estimated at

about 38. of the final output. Malaysia has abundant

natural rubber resources produced in the country ready to be

exploited by local entrepenuers and manufacturers into a

wide range of rubber-related production processes. This

certainly provides a tremendous advantage to local

manufacturers because the material is accesible for them to

exploit. The main raw material can be purchased at

advantageous prices, resulting in substantial savings in

input costs, because among other things, export duties are

levied when only natural rubber is exported.

The early rubber manufacturing industry in Malaysia was

established mostly to supply import-substitution products

for local demand such as tires, tubes, and footwear. But by

1983, there are
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some 140 manufacturing units .......
providing employment to about 23,000 people,
converting nearly 71,000 tons of rubber,
including 6,130 tons of synthetic rubber,
into a wide variety of products. Total paid-
up of the industry as a whole is estimated
at around $330 million, giving an average of
$2.36 million per company. There is a great
variation about this average size, ranging
less than one quarter million to $100 million;
about two-thirds of the companies have paid-up
capital of one million ringgit or less. This
distribution is also reflected by the varying
size of workforce in these companies, 50% of
which have less than 100 workers each while
some 4% have 500 or more (6, pp. 6-7).

Manufacturing production

As of 1987, the rubber end-uses manufacturing industry

increased to 170 units and employed 2.7 percent of the labor

force in the country. There are a wide range of rubber

products that Malaysia can have competitive advantage in

manufacturing. Local rubber manufacturers who are exporting

their rubber products overseas are permitted to buy natural

rubber from RISDA, FELDA, and MARDEC at a discount of

0.20 M$/kg and also on electricity, up to 20% accordingly.

The production of rubber products ranges from simple dipping

processes (most latex concentrated goods), molding (such as

bath mats), calendering (such as sheets), extruding (such as

hoses) to more technical and complicated processes (such as

tires). Currently, Malaysia manufactures tires and tubes,

toys, latex concentrated products, hoses, footwear, foam

products, sheeting and matting, and more. Some of these

products are more export-oriented types that are to cater to

demands from abroad rather than to the domestic market.
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Recent growth in the Malaysia rubber end-uses industry has

been encouraging, particularly in the latex-based

manufacturing unit. The expansion in this unit was largely

triggered by the fear of AIDS, which seems to be the

epidemic of the eighties. Thus, demand for protective

instruments made from latex has increased tremendously since

the early 1980s. The protective instruments such as gloves

(surgical and examination gloves) and condoms are demanded

worldwide from a broad range of professions, mainly police

officers, laboratory examiners, and medical staffs. As a

result, there was a 23% increase in rubber latex consumption

between 1981 and 1985. Latex goods consumed 19,373 tonnes

of local natural rubber consumption in 1987, an increase of

16.38% from 1986.

The expansion of the rubber latex-based manufaturing

unit has made Malaysia the third largest latex consuming

country in the world, accounting for 8 percent of the

world's latex consumption. Malaysia is preceded only by the

USA and the USSR. Another reason for the latex-based

manufacturing sector expansion was that some foreign rubber

manufacturers have shifted their operations and plants to

this country. Thus, they brought with them competitive

technologies and marketing expertise. Currently there are

45 latex-based plants which have the capacity of producing

latex goods at the rate of 420,000 - 440,000 tonnes a year.

In 1987, at least 21 new investments worth more than M$160
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million were approved. More entrepenuers are interested in

manufacturing rubber latex products, especially rubber

gloves. It may be caused by the lower cost of production

and the small amount of rubber latex required, but they have

high added values. In the same year, Malaysian latex-based

factories produced 396,735 000 pairs of gloves, more than

155 million condoms, 4,307 tonnes of rubber bands, and

12,591 tonnes of rubber compounds.

But the largest natural rubber consuming rubber-based

manufacturing unit is still in tire and tube production.

The sizes of tires range from small tires for bicycles to

huge tires for giant tractors or other building vehicles

that weight more than 726 kilograms each. The tubes are

mostly manufactured as inner tubes that are put inside some

tires. In 1967, Malaysia manufactured approximately 5.173

million tires of various sizes. The tire production

increased significantly by 34.50% and 42.82% from two years

ago, while inner tube output rose at 50.4% and 132.05% from

1986 and 1984 figures, respectively. Together, they

totalled 15.585 million units in 1987, up 42.59% from 1986

and 66.03% from 1983. There were approximately 170 firms in

the tire retreading sector in 1987. The 1987 statistics on

production of other types of rubber-based products were

unavailable.

Trading System in Rubber Markets

Normally, rubber is traded in two ways. The first

trading system is called physical trade where rubber is
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actually sold to the buyers. The second trading system is

known as paper trade where rubber is not actually sold but

the members in the exchange centers are involved in

speculating and trading papers. The amount of tradings

vary from market to market.

The average of physical rubber tradings in Malaysia was

usually lower than in Singapore. An analysis of the five

largest natural rubber consuming countries' (USA, Britain,

Japan, West Germany, and China) "buying pattern indicated

that the volume bought from the Singapore market was 1.4 to

1.8 times that bought from the Kuala Lumpur market" (12,

p. 17). The ratio of physical rubber tradings taken from a

sample of 18 and 17 dealers-exporters in the MRE and RAS

centers respectively, showed that about an average of 1,280

and 4,520 tonnes per firm was traded in MRE and RAS

respectively in 1972 (12, Table 6, p. 13). The paper or

futures rubber transactions were traded

as a means of hedging against various forms
of risk and uncertainty. However, the ratio
of paper volume to physicals for any exporter
depends upon, among other things, the
prevailing state of the market, subjective

assessment of future trends, scale of
operation and commitment, the capacity for
risk bearing, etc. Notwithstanding ....... ,

the Singapore exporters experienced a wide
range of paper volume of 0.1 to 4.0 for every
unit of physical transacted. In comparison
however, the paper volume transacted by the
Malaysian exporters was somewhat smaller,
ranging from 0 to 1 for every unit of
physical rubber;..... This again was another
contributing factor towards the higher
trading activity and volume on the Singapore
market (12, p. 13).
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Open Call System

An open call system for rubber futures was adopted to

replace the traditional trading system which was conducted

in closed circuit by " 'private treaty' or the 'whispering

call' system" (12, p. 17). This is to allow rubber futures

to be traded more widely like other commodities. According

to the open call system,

the floor members, comprising brokers and
dealers, transact business in a ring either
on their own account or on behalf of their
clients. .... one advantage of the system is
that it enables traded and representative
prices to be established openly and
continously during trading hours.
Furthermore, the fact that trading volume and
open positions of all members are disclosed
enables operators to appraise the market
trend and formulate their trading decisions
more objectively....... The trading may be
carried out for up to two years forward.
The trading .... guarantees the contracts
solvency by accepting initial deposits and
periodical margins (12, p. 29).

In September of 1983, RSS 1 futures tradings or

contracts were integrated into the Kuala Lumpur Commodity

Exchange (KLCE) along with other primary commodities such as

crude palm oil, cocoa, and tin. Thus, the trading in KLCE

demolished the monopoly of MRE as the sole rubber trading

center in the nation. KLCE is using the open call system as

its trading system for futures contracts, replacing the old

system. In 1986, Malaysia introduced Standard Malaysian

Rubber grade twenty (SMR 20), the most popular grade of

Technically Specified Rubber (TSR), on KLCE as a second

hedging grade besides RSS 1. The names SMR and TSR are

- ------ ---- NMM
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often used interchangeably because both of them are refering

to specially made Malaysian NR. It was necessary to use SMR

20 futures contracts in order to give SMR sellers and buyers

a more reliable hedging grade. The use of RSS 1 as a

hedging tool for stipulating future SMR grades transactions

has not been accurate. The export volume of RSS 1 has been

declining since 1973 while other SMR'grades have been in

considerable demand by manufacturers and importers from

overseas. In 1980, 1985, and 1987, the export of RSS

declined to 21.78%, 46.05%, and 52.33%, respectively.

On the other hand, the export of SMRs for the same

years have increased significantly to 61.17%, 125.35%, and

172.83% from the 1973 figure. Therefore, it was inaccurate

to maintain the use of RSS 1 as the only futures hedging

grade since it did not reflect the actual supply and demand

for the future. However, the RSS I price is still used as a

market reference for day to day transactions. The SMR 20

contract was introduced in March of 1986 as a uniform

standard for all TSR grades.

Direct Trading

If, previously, rubber markets throughout the world

were utilized as trading centers for daily and futures

transactions, there has been a new trend in marketing

natural rubber. Previously, participants in the markets

were satisfied with the administrative works of the exchange

committees and the services of the brokers and the dealers.

Even though rubber markets have improved significantly from
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major renovations of the centers to the adoption of

computers and modern communication, the KLCE particularly

still experienced low trading volume.

There were three causes for low trading in 1987.

Firstly, there has been non-acceptance of the KLCE system of

margining and guaranteeing by rubber trade members after the

reconstruction of the KLCE at the end of 1986. Secondly,

the competitiveness of rubber futures contracts in other

exchanges drew away speculators from speculating in rubber

prices at the KLCE. Finally, there.has been an increase in

direct trading between natural rubber producers and

consumers via manufacturers, with no broker services.

Price System and Trends

The pricing system of natural rubber both in the

domestic and the international markets is based on the

production and the supply of ribbed smoked sheet (RSS) and

standard Malaysian rubber (SMR). The way that the Malaysian

and the Singaporean rubber markets determine the daily

official prices for the buying and selling activities is as

follows:

prior to the market split between Singapore
and Kuala Lumpur, official price
determination was performed jointly by RSS
and MRE. Under the joint system, price
determination was carried out for each RSS
and SMR grades for five trading day per
week. In respect of RSS grades, price
determination was carried out twice a days at
noon and 5.00 pm whereas SMR grades were
determined only once every day at noon.
The actual task of collecting and collating
price quotations for RSS grades was
undertaken at RAS for all trading days....
(12, p.9).

1" "1-10.14-44 "-wo-RIM --- T - -
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But preceding the split between the two markets,

the old system of official price
determination continues to be adopted but
reference is no longer made to the Singapore
operators for price quotations. Membership
of the MRELB price panels for RSS and SMR has
now been enlarged ..... and (a certain number
of members) is randomly picked to provide
quotations i.e. one broker and two dealers
for RSS, and two dealers and two brokers for
SMR. Instead of once daily, prices of SMR
are now determined twice daily as for RSS.
The provision for arbitration, when the
quotations supplied differ by more than 0.5
cent per kilogram, is also retained to
safeguard against possible domination or
manipulation by any of the panel member.
(12, p. 18)

Nevertheless, the price reference widely used for NR on a

daily basis is RSS 1.

Shipping Malaysian Natural Rubber

As time passed, the members of the FEFC became more

dominant and tried to monopolize due to a lack of good

coordination and competition from other carriers. They

tried to dictate the freight fares that increase the costs

of the merchandise. Within a period of eight years (1972-

1978),

there have been six annual increases in the
general of 17.5, 8, 4, 18, 12, and 12.5
percent respectively. In terms of net rates
to shippers/exporters (after taking into
account rebates and surcharges) these have
worked out to 8.7 Mc/kg of rubber, rising to
18.1 Mc/kg in 1977...; percentage-wise, ocean
freight rate currently represents 9.4 percent
of the RSS 1 fob price though it went up as
high as 13% in 1972. The freight factor can
be considered high when viewed from the angle
that NR is a primary commodity.
(13, p. 49)
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New technology has enabled the trading partners to find

cheaper alternatives to ship the rubber, thus minimizing the

shipping costs. Normally, the rubber was put in at least

165 lb of wood crates. But the new innovation allows the

rubber to be shipped in plastic packages. These packages

avoid contamination which normally occurred from wood chips

and splinters, which affect the quality of the rubber. The

plastic packages are much lighter because its "polyethelene

film shrinks on cooling to form a skin-tight coccoon around

30 bales of rubber ... and... takes up one-tenth less space,

trims the weight by 100 lb compared with normal crating.

The savings from using the new plastic wraps are about M$16

for every ton and totalling to over M$920,000 for the year

1980" (11, p. 10). Despite the savings, Malaysian rubber

producers/exporters have to find alternatives for shipping

their rubber to foreign markets.

Thus, there have been some efforts by the exporters of

NR to find cheaper means of transporting ang packaging the

merchandise abroad. In contrast to plastic wraps for

packaging dry rubbers, the "natural latex are shipped in

'flexitanks'. It is made of rubber and a metal container is

built inside it" (15, p. 9). Previously, latex was shipped

in deep tank space carriers. But the FEFC and most non-

conference shippers have phased out this type of tank. Some

latex is shipped to the USSR and Eastern Europe in drums.

Another way of reducing shipping and warehousing costs is to

switch carriers. Even though the non-conference alliances
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charged freight rates about 10 to 30% lower than the FEFC

nominal rates, they have started to quote freight rates much

closer to the conference. It can be done either by

negotiating with the national carriers, Malaysian

International Shipping Corporation (MISC), or state-owned

shipping companies, or renegotiating with the non-conference

and the FEFC members, or a combination between all of them

that can best minimize the shipping and the warehousing

costs. The negotiations have to result in the stability of

frieght rates while guaranteeing the regular flow of natural

rubber between the producing countries and the consuming

countries.

Another deficiency in the shipping of Malaysian natural

rubber was the use of foreign ports or harbors and

warehouses for exporting and importing her rubber. In 1977,

the exports of Malaysian natural rubber destined to

consuming countries were shipped through Singapore ports

accounting for 37.5% of total natural rubber exports from

Peninsular Malaysia. The large Singaporean share in

shipping Malaysian rubber was due to its geographical,

historical, and technological advantages. Historically,

Singapore has been recognized as a busy and a natural port

by the world for decades.

This also meant that Malaysia did not receive the full

export price for its rubber. Some of the revenues that are

derived from the shipping activities went to the

Singaporeans. Additional jobs that could be created from
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the shipping activities to benefit local workers are lost to

their Singapore counterparts. The shipment of Malaysian

natural rubber and rubber products that were handled by the

local ports, mainly Port Klang and Penang, in the same year

totalled only 34.5% and 26.8%, respectively. If looked at

from the total of shipments, Malaysia exceeded Singapore in

exporting natural rubber abroad. But viewing the ports

independently, Malaysian ports' export turnovers were low.

Data gathered in the preceding years showed that the

exports of such commodities through the local ports

weakened. In 1979, 1984, and 1987, the shares of Malaysian

ports in carrying these tasks were deteriorating slowly.

The local ports were underutilized and may result in

millions of ringgits lost to the government as well as to

the community. Singapore gained a lot in monetary values as

the importers favored her over Malaysia to ship their

orders, 40.55%, 44.61%, and 45.77%, respectively. In fact,

Singapore gained almost 8.27 percent over ten years.

The federal government has to come out with incentives

and policies to boost the shipping and the utilization of

the local facilities. The ports including the warehouses

may require further improvement and expansion in order to be

more competitive economically and technologically, thus

enabling these ports to cope with future changes and

challenges. Even more, with the right government policies

and marketing strategies, Malaysia may be able to erase the

-4-. - -42- ."- , " - 1 .1. , ---
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deteriorating image and to lessen the export of rubber

through rival ports.

Export

The subjected government agencies are also involved in

processing and exporting NR either in the form of liquid

(latex) or rubber smoked sheets (RSSs) or technically

specified rubber (TSR). But more extensive exports of NR is

done by private sectors. In each group, NR is further

categorized in different grades. The classification of NR

into different grades depends on the quality of the rubber

and the extent of the process according to standards.

In Malaysia, the export of a wide range of natural

rubber is normally classified as RSS, latex crepe, sole

crepe, SMR, rubber latex, skim rubber, and others. The

total export of these various natural rubber grades from

this country in 1987 was 1.61247 million tonnes. Although

the production of NR in 1987 was only 1.5813 million tons,

the balance of the total exports came from the government

and the private buffer stocks. The value of these exported

goods was estimated at M$69.577 billion or US$27.610

billion. The share of NR in Malaysia's total exports,

however, was only 9 percent. The export in 1987 exceeded

the 1986 export by about 6.35 percent or 96,334 tonnes. The

increase in 1987 exports was attributed mostly to higher

demand for NR and improved prices. As a result, the average

f.o.b. unit export value for RSS grades per kilogram
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increased from 1986's M$2.052 to 1987's M$2.4204, an

increase of 17.95%. The average f.o.b. unit export value

for SMR grades also increased from 2.0987 M$/kg in 1986 to

2.3821 M$/kg in 1987, up 13.55%. Major consuming countries

of Malaysian rubber for the year 1987 were the People's

Republic of China, South Korea, Singapore, the U.S.A., West

Germany, Japan, Italy, the United Kingdom, Brazil, the

U.S.S.R., and France. Each one of these countries imported

or consumed an average of more than 50,000 kg.

In the same year, the export of SMR grades accounted

for 56.37% or 913,434 kg of total NR demanded abroad. Other

grades that were also requested abundantly by the consumers

abroad were RSS and rubber latex. Respectively, they

accounted for 25.631% or 415,353 kg and 15.07% or 244,276 kg.

The balance of the export was in the form of other grades.

Although the NR export in 1987 was higher (1.612 million

tons) compared with total NR export in 1986 (1.516 million

tons), the increased demand for Malaysian rubber was largely

attributed to SMR, up 12.65% from the previous year. The

other major grades only increased slightly to about 8

percent for grade RSSs but dropped 0.07 percent for rubber

latex from the 1986 figure. The fall may have been caused

by increased conversion of RSS and other grades to SMR

grades by both estates and smallholders.

Since Malaysia diversified its rubber-based industries,

that is, boosting her NR consumption domestically through
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improving and expanding her own rubber end-uses industry,

the exports of these products also increased. The average of

manufactured rubber products was M$323.7 million annually

between 1984-1986. It increased nearly 43% over the period

1981-1963. In 1986 alone, export earnings from rubber

products were worth M$364.211 million, an increase of 27.29%

over 1985 exports. Malaysia's exports of such products

improved significantly in 1987 compared to previous years.

For example, the value of tires and tubes from Malaysia was

M$40.05 million, rising 76% from last year, and footwear

export values grew 117.08%, worth M$86.611 million.

Import

Although Malaysia is indisputably the leading producer

and exporter of NR in the world, it has to import several

thousand tons of NR. The purpose of the imports is to

accomodate both the increased demands from the consuming

countries and to assure appropriate levels of her own NR

buffer stocks. Total imports relative to total exports are

insignificant. The total import of various grades of NR in

1987 accounted for 42,199 tons, which was about 2.54 percent

of Malaysia's own NR for the same period. When compared to

total imports of rubber products, the imported NR was

insignificant too. The imports of rubber products dropped a

substantial amount to 13.10% between 1985 and 1986.

However, imports of industrial products in 1987 increased

45.53%, worth M$29.815 million compared to 1986, while latex

goods imports rose to M$8.458 million or 42.25% from a year
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ago. The reason for the increased importation of these

products may be as a result of outdated technology and

productivity.

Export Duty

Another government policy takes the form of export

taxes or export duty. Ng Choong Sooi and coauthors covered

this topic in a book published in November 1979 (13, pp. 61-

64). They wrote that all rubber grades exported from

Malaysia are subject to a uniform three part tax, comprising

an export duty, a replanting cess, and a research cess. The

export duty is levied on a sliding scale above a gazetted

price of M$1.10/kg. The gazetted price is determined by

averaging the RSS 1 f.o.b. daily prices quoted by the Kuala

Lumpur market over a four week period preceding the week in

question.

The gazetted price and duty rate are revised every

Thursday. The replanting cess, levied at 0.099 M$/kg, is

intended to generate sufficient funds to encourage

replanting and modernization. While the cess (export duty)

collected from estates is automatically refunded provided

they have attained a given replanting status, for

smallholders, the refund takes the form of replanting at

M$2,965/ha. A supplementary grant of M$247/ha is also paid

to smallholders owning less than two hectares. Finally, a

research cess of 0.022 M$/kg is collected to finance a full

spectrum of research and development activities under the

MRRDB system.
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However, some problems resulted from this export duty.

The Report of the Task Force of Experts mentioned that an

assessment of fiscal policy towards rubber producers denotes

that they (and other tree crop cultivators) are unfairly

penalized in the overall national economy (19, p. 46). This

particularly applies to rubber, compared with subtantial

positive rates applying to other branches of the economy.

The export duty is particularly inequitable to smallholding

producers, and its current rate of 0.30 M$/kg constitutes

around 15% of their farm gate price before this particular

duty is deducted. At relevant price elasticities of supply

and demand, a large proportion of this duty is passed back

to farmers in the form of replanting grants.

The remission of the export duty would give

considerable direct help to all sections of the industry, as

well as reducing to some extent its negative protection. In

particular, it would have immediate positive income effects

on smallholders. At relevant price elasticities of supply

applying to estates and smallholdings, it should increase

total Malaysian rubber production by several percent. The

Task Force accordingly suggests the removal of the export

tax as a direct fillip (incentive) to the whole industry.

It also opposes any compensating increase in replanting

cess. It recommends the appropiate arrangements should be

made to offset the adverse effects of removing the tax on

rubber products manufacturers.
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However, the government decided that export duty on the

exports of rubber is still necessary. As of April 1985, the

reference price for export duty on rubber in Malaysia was

raised from M$1.80/kg to M$2.10/kg, thus lowering the export

duty. The prime objective for elevating the reference price

for the export duty is to help smallholders obtain higher

income from their crops. Another objective is to continue

providing further incentives for the expansion and

strenghthening of the NR industry in order. to maintain

Malaysia's undisputed position as the leading natural rubber

producer and exporter in the world.

The International Natural Rubber Organization (INRO)

The International Natural Rubber Organization (INRO)

through its buffer stocks operation has been involved in

stabilizing NR prices on several occasions.

There were two cycles of active market
intervention: the first was from November
1981 to February 1983 and the second from
January 1985 to January 1986. Altogether, a
total of :373,697 tonnes were mopped up by end
of the period. The removal of this surplus
rubber from the market improved the supply
and demand balance and brought about greater
price stability and market consolidation (18,
p. 22).

Another intervention occurred when the first INRA was

given a two year extension until the second INRA is ratified

in January 1989. It allowed

the buffer stock manager to continue with his
market interventions uninterrupted. The
first buffer stock sales was made on 2
September 1987, starting a new phase in the
market intervention activities in the upper
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half of the price range. The bulk of the
stocks were sold in Kuala Lumpur and New York
initially with minimal discounts. By the end
of 1987, a total of 99,928 tonnes, accounting
for 28% of the total buffer stocks held in
store, were sold (16, p. 22).

In short, INRA is essential in order to ensure NR supply

growth that is capable of meeting current and future demand.

Both INRA and buffer stock management, if fully and

efficiently administered, can certainly encourage NR growers

to improve and accelerate their productivity. And NR

consumers can certainly be assured of their future demands

being met given ceterus peribus in other factors.

NR Research and Development

There are several books and reports discussing this

matter. One of the authors wrote that "the production

research is centered on RRIM, the main thrust being in the

biological, agronomic, and processing areas, while end-use

research is carried out closer to the centers of

consumption, in the laboratories of TARL and at the RRIM

Technology Center" (9, p. 18).

The above book subsequently mentioned further that at

the 1,500 hectare RRIM Experiment Station, there have been

discovered clones of the RRIM 600 series that can produce

yield of 3,000 kg per hectare per year, which is five times

the yields of earlier plant materials of the 1920s. The

newer RRIM 900 series is capable of producing yields of

4,500 kg/ha/year. Rubber latex stimulants have been used to
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motivate higher latex yield for every tree. One of the

stimulants,

Ethephon has opened up more avenues of
increasing the productivity of the rubber
trees. Firstly, it has enabled fine control
of production; e.g. yields can be increased
at times of increased demand by intensifying
the use of Ethephon. .... Early opening with
fertilizers and mild stimulation can lead to
an additional yield of over 5,000 kg/ha over
a period of eight years, when compared to
conventional tapping (6, pp. 5-6).

The purpose of breeding and selecting is to upgrade planting

materials until the theoretical limit of 9,000 kg/ha/year is

achieved. New genetic materials, collected from the

Brazilian forests in 1981, will enable plant breeders to

evaluate new clones from the now larger genes. "Tissue

culture is becoming increasingly important as a tool for

mass propagation of desirable individual plants as well as

in the production of somatic hybrids. Current developments

have succeeded in generating Hevea plants from cells of

tissues .... (thus) eliminating the requirement for large

field nurseries, selection of appropriate seedling stocks,

and the process of budding" (17, p. 6).

The RRIM is also trying to improve agro-management,

agronomic techniques, and methods by which the latex can be

best extracted at the least cost where skilled labor is

becoming scarce and input is costly. Thus, there is a need

for a less labor intensive tapping system.

With a view of overcoming the need for skill
in tapping, a motorized tapping knife has
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been evolved. The prototype .... indicates
that depth of tapping and thickness of the
bark shaving can be easily controlled. This
ensures a good quality tapping cut, so that
optimum yield can be obtained (even) by
unskilled labor (16, p. 6).

There also has been a significant improvement in collecting

latex. The use of polybags has enabled each rubber tapper

to collect the latex after 4 to 5 tappings.

The improvement, research, and development of cost

competitiveness and better quality natural rubber grades,

especially the TSRs, will be discussed quite thoroughly in

chapter 3. One of the ways of improving and enhancing the

use of natural rubber is to determine the possibility of

mixing this rubber with synthetic rubber. Another way is

utilizing some of synthetic rubber's properties or chemicals

and blending them with natural rubber. Both methods can be

implemented in such a way that the natural rubber is made

stronger, more flexible, more reliable, and able to meet

more stringent requirements by its consumers in the rubber-

based industry. The laboratories and research centers also

have been very active in providing advice on various aspects

of the manufacture of rubber products, including the

processes of evaluation, product design, and testing.

Through the TARL in the United Kingdom, Malaysia has made

many contributions in consumption-oriented research.

Some of the contributions in this area are the

injection moulding of NR in winter tire threads; engineering
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applications in bridge and building bearings; and urethane

vulcanization, which is now widely marketed commercially.

The establishment of the Rubber Industrialization Center

under the MRRDB is "fully charged to undertake R&D work and

to provide technical support for the rubber industry. Its

activities (are) largely organized on a commercial basis,

securing funds from a variety of sources, including

membership fees, and earnings from contract research"

(7, p. 6). Funds are also obtained from the cess taxes of

the federal export duty.

It is estimated that the return to the industry on

investment in the RRIM averaged over 25% per annum.

However, as Sekhar pointed out, there should exist some

necessary management controls and financial autonomy. There

must be a partnership between the government and the private

sector in financing and managing the statutory institutions.

Operations and management can be guided according to the

needs or priorities of the industry. There are advantages

and disadvantages to having both the public and private

research sectors. However, it is hoped that both can

cooperate to benefit the natural rubber industry as a whole

in the long run.

Conclusion

These various components are very essential-in

improving, strengthening, and expanding Malaysia's natural

rubber industry. The costs of operation from one end to the
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other end of the industry should be adjusted wisely and

justly but should not be allowed to inflate out of

proportion, which can endanger the demand for Malaysian NR.

If the costs, particularly in the processing and

transportation NR sectors, are not competitive, NR consumers

may find alternate countries such as Indonesia and Thailand

to accomodate their excess NR demand.

In addition to this, laborers are cheaper in these

countries and, furthermore, they deflated their currencies

to attract more demand for their NR. Some of these actions

have succeeded in taking away some of Malaysia's shares in

the elastomer market. Moreover, these countries are

benefiting from Malaysia's rubber R&D institutions. The

contributions such as better rubber trees and rubber related

technology by these institutions are made easily accessible

and almost free for other NR producing countries to acquire,

thus enabling them to hasten the progressing period in their

own NR industry. However, if the transfer of the national

NR technology is allowed to flow continously out of the

country without charging other users at least a small return

to Malaysia, this might be a great disadvantage to NR

producers in Malaysia. Finally, with mutual cooperation

between Malaysia's NR producers and consumers and with the

assistance and commitment showed by various levels of

governments, confidence and higher productivity of NR can be

returned to this industry.
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CHAPTER THREE

DISCUSSION OF THE MODELS

Background

The main purpose of this chapter is to determine and to

study supply elasticity and demand elasticity of natural

rubber in the case of Malaysia. The elasticities shall form

two separate models for this thesis. In this chapter, some

literature reviewing the importance of and the difference

between natural rubber (NR) and synthetic rubber (SR) will

be presented. It is necessary to look into NR and SR

separately because both of them are very competitive and

widely used in various rubber related production as primary

raw materials. The main reason for this is that the single

largest rubber product that most of the elastomers,

regardless of their nature and properties are consumed, in

the tire industry.

Models

1. Supply Elasticity Model

A book written by Ng Choong Sooi and associates,

Improving the Structure of World Trade, concluded "the

elasticity of NR supply (is only) with respect to price"

(5, p. 14). They discovered that the above relationship is

"expected to be low" (5, p. 14). This view is very common

in the NR industry.
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Ng Choong Sooi and associates further discovered that

the

estate companies tend to produce according to
targets estimated in advance, irrespective of
market conditions. These factors, therefore,
tend to discourage any marked reduction or
increase in supply with changing in market
prices.......On the other hand, ... supply
response from the smallholders.... (has) the
likelihood that a section in the smallholders
may work for a target income, hence producing
more rubber at times of low prices and vice-
versa. On balance, the overall supply
response of the smallholders to changing
prices is less generally inelastic than
estates. ..... Supplies inelasticy
contributes to price instability (5,
pp. 15-16).

However, for the purpose of this thesis, the model for

natural rubber production or supply in the case of Malaysia

is as follows: the Malaysian natural rubber supply is a

function of Malaysian natural rubber price, total rubber

land in Malaysia, research duty or tax, and replanting tax

or duty, or, in terms of a logarithmic equation, the natural

rubber supply elasticity model is

Log (Malaysian NR supply)= P + p Log (Malaysian NR
0 1
price) + P Log (Malaysian NR

2
land) + P Log (Research tax)

3
+ p Log (Replanting tax) + e

4

The 'e' in the equation is the error term.

- 2. Demand Elasticity Model

Generally, not only the demand for Malaysia's natural

rubber but also the demand for other major natural rubber

producing countries is facing heavy competition from
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synthetic rubber. Before the demand model for this thesis

is introduced, it is important to note

the important determinants of world demand
for rubbers are population and income level.
These key variables are responsible for
generating the demand for rubber products
which in turn generate the demand for rubbers
as raw materials. .... the importance of
rubber as an industrial raw material is also
reflected in the high degree of correlation
between rubber consumption and the index of
industrial production (5, p. 23).

The demand for natural rubber "... in terms of product

group, .... the single most important group in end-use....

is tires and related products which account for 70% of NR

consumption in USA, 55% in the EEC, and below 50% in Japan"

(5, p. 24).

A book, Improving the Structure of World Trade in

Natural Rubber, further mentioned that the demand for all

elastomers, which is in the nature of a derived demand, is

generally insensitive to price changes, but sensitive to

changes in aggregate economic activities (5). The small

influence of price changes on NR demand has posed certain

problems in the estimation of price elasticities of demand.

For instance, it was demonstrated that most of the price-

demand coefficients as estimated for various countries were

small and did not have the expected negative sign.

However, few studies did come up with a realistic

numerical value of price elasticity of demand for NR.

Generally, it is accepted that the demand elasticity for NR

is of the order of --0.02 to -0.04, although in theory, it
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should be greater because of the availability of synthetic

substitutes. The elasticity of substitution between NR and

SR has been estimated to be approximately -0.3 for the

developed countries which means that a 10 percent increase

in the NR:SR price ratio would result in a three percent

decrease in the NR:SR usage ratio. Estimates for other

countries are: -0.15 for the world, -0.35 USA, -0.62 UK, -

0.13 France, and -1.08 in Japan.

However, in the case of demand for Malaysian natural

rubber (NR) for this thesis, the demand elasticity is the

function of Malaysian natural rubber price, total tires,

total passenger cars, natural rubber consumer income index,

and synthetic rubber price. Or another way of looking at

the model, using a log linear equation, is generally as

follows:

Log (Malaysia NR Demand) = - p Log (Malaysian NR price)
0 1

+ p Log (total tires and cars)
2

+ p Log (NR consumer income index)

3
+ p Log (SR prices) + e

4

NR consumer income index used in the equation is the amount

of Malaysia's NR consumption contributing to each of the

observed countries' real GNP or real GDP. The model tests

the responsiveness or the sensivity of demand for Malaysian

NR with respect to the variables on the right hand side of

the equation. The statistical results produced in here will

determine whether the models set here conform with either

the first or the second findings as stated before.
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The'demand for Malaysian NR includes the domestic

consumption in the computation. Even though the amount

consumed is insignificant compared to other selected

countries used in the model, it is important to analyze the

extent that changes in Malaysian owned NR consumption

contributed to her growth while computing the NR income

equation. Singapore does not consume most of the NR that

she imports from Malaysia internally. Most of the NR is

resold and exported using her well-known ports to other

countries. As in the case of Malaysia, it is important to

determine the extent of trading and consuming Malaysian NR

in Singapore's economy since this country is one of the

largest importers of Malaysian NR.

Review of Literature

There has been considerable discussion in the

literature of the differences in the NR grades. In

Malaysia, the country produces several different grades of

rubber ranging from general usage to specialty rubber. This

section in the chapter will elaborate on the production

process and areas of consumption of both NR and SR. The

purpose is to enhance the readers' knowledge of the

manufacturers' of rubber products reasons for choosing a

particular rubber to be used as the input material in

manufacturing activities. Malaysia's NR is commonly

classified into three major classes. And within each class,

it is further categorized into different grades. The first

major class of NR is called rubber smoked sheet or RSS. It
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is a product of natural latex that is treated in

smokehouses. Each RSS is then examined in order to conform

to the different qualities or standards set by the market

for that particular NR grades.

There are RSS I (the most demanded of RSS grades),

RSS 2, RSS 3 (the second moset widely demanded general

purpose rubber), RSS 4, and RSS 5. These RSSs are utilized

in a wide range of elastomer related manufacturing

activities that do not require special specifications.

However, there has been a declining demand for the RSSs. It

may have been caused by some rubber producers who were

overwhelmed by extra demand for NR in the form of latex for

making latex concentrated products such as rubber gloves.

Another reason is that there has been a growing demand for

better quality NR classes such as standard Malaysian rubbers

(SMRs) that are capable of competing with specialty SR in

its domain.

The growing demand for SMR grades as reported by the

Controller of Rubber Research and Chairman of the Malaysian

Rubber Research and Development Board, Ahmad Farouk bin Hi.

S. M. Ishak, to the participants of the International

Natural Rubber Conference in 1988, is due to changes

implemented in response to the trends in consumer demand and

in order to permit the incorporation of advances

in NR production technology (6, pp. 2-23). One of the

improvements in NR is the viscosity stabilized or constant

viscosity SMR, indentified as SMR CV, having a relatively
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low and consistent viscosity but offering considerable

processing advantages to the consumer. The more recent

viscosity stablized grade, SMR GP, results from a

fundamental change of production policy prompted in part by

the imbalance between future demand and supply of SMR 10 and

SMR 20. Currently, SMR 10 and SMR 20 constitute more than

70% of total SMR production. SMR GP is a blend of 60% latex

rubber and 40% field coagulum, the whole being viscosity

stabilized to give a good quality, easily processed rubber,

and potentially available in large volumes,

The controller further said that in the future, the SMR

Schemes will continue to evolve in response to perceived

consumer requirements in terms of both volume and quality.

Currently, much emphasis is placed by consumers on

processing, especially in terms of maximizing factory

production while retaining a high level of consistency. To

achieve this, raw materials including NR are required with

appropriate and consistent processability. In current SMR

specifications, only PRI, SMR CV and SMR GP, initial

viscosity are parameters related to processability so that

any future evolution of the scheme, the inclusion of

parameters more directly indicative of processability, is a

matter of priority. The ultimate objective is to ensure

that all Malaysia's rubber conforms to specifications which

are relevant to consumer operations.

The third major grade of NR is latex, which is its

natural state. The demand for latex has also been growing,
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especially since 1984. The quantity demanded was 11,200

tons more than in 1983. The considerable improvement in

latex consumption was due to the fear of AIDS infection

after the disease became publicly known in early 1984.

There was a huge increase in demand for various types of

rubber gloves, especially surgical and laboratory gloves.

These products are manufactured through the dipping process.

The Malaysian NR producers supplied some 80% of the world's

latex even though it accounted for only 10% of Malaysian NR

exports in 1987.

In addition to these three major NR classes, there is

"new natural rubber" too. In Ahmad Farouk's speech, he

talked about this new rubber. Although NR has many

excellent properties, there are certain areas where it

cannot compete with some of the specialty synthetic

elastomers, e.g. oil resistance. Chemical modification of

NR can alter its properties. The reaction of NR with

peracids under controlled conditions yields epoxidized NR

(ENR). The unique combination of these properties makes

ENRs suitable for a wide range of applications, some of

which have been extensively evaluated and commercialized,

including in tires, inner tubes, and specialized rubber

tubes.

Several new polymeric materials have been marketed

recently which can be processed like thermoplastic-

elastomers (TPE); they can be divided into two broad groups:

elastomer/plastic blends and block co-polymers. In view of
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the large potential market for TPE, blends of NR and

plastics such as polypropylene (PP) have been prepared which

have properties equivalent to the established synthetic

rubber/plastic blends. There are many potential

applications for TPNR, some of which are car bumpers,

spoilers, mud-flaps, extruded sheeting for thermo-formed

products, railpads, and footwear soles.

Rubber in powdered form has been in use since the mid-

1970s and has exhibited outstanding advantages over bale

processing methods. The major advantage include

considerable savings in energy used, elimination of the bale

cutting operation, low capitalization, easier handling, and

hence less process loss. Another new rubber is liquid

rubber where the refinement and further development of

liquid rubber applications for specialty purposes has been

proved to be one of the most interesting and challenging

tasks in the elastomer field.

Among studies of synthetic rubber's properties and

areas of consumption, one of them was done by Allen, Thomas,

and Sekhar covering several different classes of SR (1).

Styrene butadiene rubber's (SBR) chemical structure has

little resemblence to that of NR and its overall properties

are different. The advent of 'cold' polymerization plus the

development of oil extension and carbon black masterbatching

have made SBR widely consumed in tire production, especially

in tire treads; overall, some two-thirds of SBR goes into

tire fabrication. To the vehicle tire treads, except in
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larger tires due to their low heat build-up properties, oil

extended SBR confers good wear resistance and excellent

resistance to skidding on wet roads, both obviously prime

considerations.

In uses other than the car tire tread market, SBR

possesses no major technical advantage over NR as far as

service performance is concerned. It is weaker and has

markedly inferior resistance to mechanical fatigue so that

it cannot compete in tough engineering applications. The

difference between NR and SBR in terms of durability (e.g.

heat and aging) is marginal and can usually be balanced by

skillful compounding. As for the SBR position

for the rest of the 1980s, it is expected to
be on the upward part of the cycle. ... But
SBR's position is threatened by the
increasing severe service requirements that
fabricated rubber products are now expected
to meet. Many of SBR's physical properties
are poorer than those of NR... However,
compared with the widely fluctuating price of
NR, the price of SBR is relatively low and
quite stable (2, p. 18).

Although butyl rubber is relatively cheap, being priced

just a little above SBR, its overall properties, especially

its low resilience, proved inadequate for tire production.

Butyl's main attribute is its exceptionally low

permeability, which accounts for about 75%4 of consumption.

Butyl rubber also has excellent resistance to aging and

tends therefore to compete in end uses such as automotive

components, cables etc. Its low resilience is capitalized

on in a few spring-type applications. Polychloroprene
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rubber (CR) is inherently expensive to produce and there

seems little likelihood of significant reductions in

production costs. Selling prices of standard grades are

about two and half times that of SBR. Its expensive

production cost is the main reason it is not consumed in

tire production. Its general physical properties are

similar to NR but its advantages are heat resistance and

moderate oil resistance. The main market, from the U.S.

perspective, are in automotive and industrial components

which together absorb about 50% of total consumption. Other

markets are in wiring, cables, and adhesives.

Synthetic cis-1:4-polyisoprene (IR) is the chemical

analogue of NR. There are two types: high- and low-cis.

The high-cis has an almost identical chemical structure with

a cis-1:4 content of 95-96% of NR properties, while the low-

cis has a cis content around 91% of NR properties. High-cis

IR is conderably more expensive to produce and sells at

prices higher than low-cis IR, whereas the low-cis is

weaker, especially at high temperatures and cannot replace

NR in really demanding applications. The 'green strength'

of low-cis, important in fabrication, is well below that of

NR. And low-cis is rarely used on its own but regarded as a

useful material to blend with NR, where it acts as a

'processing aid' for NR. However, the inferior green

strength limits its blend with NR to not more than 20%. And

furthermore, because of the advent of technically specified

NR (SMRs) and the availability of some of these in constant
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viscosity form, any marginal advantages of cis IRs have

largely been removed.

Meanwhile, polybutadiene rubber (BR) is also not

largely used on its own. It is widely used in blend with

SBR, and also with NR in some cases. In such blends, it

raises the resilience, improves wear (in tire treads),

lowers heat build-up, and is inexpensive to produce to the

extent that SBR/BR blends can be a threat to NR, especially

in larger tire production.

In the U.S., solution-polymerized cis-1:4-
polybutadiene takes second place to SBR in
share of SR consumption. ... Worldwide, tires
and tire products consume more than 77% of
the total polybutadiene output. ... In North
America, more than 80% is used in tires. ...
Its major drawback is poor wet-skid
performance. ... Passenger car tire treads
generally are blends of polybutadiene and
SBR, whereas truck and bus tire treads are
blends of polybutadiene and NR (2, p. 21).

The last major SR, ethylene/propeylene rubber (EP), first

appeared on the market as a copolymer (EPM). It was

potentially very cheap because the two monomers are produced

at low cost and available in large quantities and excellent

in terms of aging (heat and ozone). In fact, the overall

monomers are cheap but the polymerization process is not and

copolymer sells in the same price bracket as SBR. The

copolymer is difficult to vulcanize and requires special

methods which inhibit manufacturers' acceptance.

To overcome this difficulty, the ter-polymer (EPDM) was

devised in which a small percentage (up to about 10%) of a
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third monomer was introduced to confer 'normal'

vulcanization behavior with the result that the ter-polymer

costs around 50% more than SBR.

About 75% of EP rubber goes into non-
automotive uses, the largest five of which
are wire and cable coverings, modification of
polymers, single-ply roofing, oil additives,
and some thermoplastic elastomers. ... The
ozone and weathering resistence of of EPDM
spurs this use, as do other advantages such
as its lighter weight, lower cost of
installation (compared with build-up roof),
sensitive expended polystryrene or
polyurethane foam insulation (2, pp. 29-30).

The improvement of NR price competitiveness started

with the oil embargo that took place in 1973. Prior to the

oil crisis, the price of NR was largely dictated by its

competing substitutes, the SR. SRs were available in

abundance and normally sold at a discount in the world

elastomer market. This was because of low oil prices prior

to 1973, oil being a major raw material in SR production.

And since oil plays an important role in producing SR, some

early studies showed that SR follows the oil price trend.

Due to a price hike in the oil market from US$3.22 per

barrel in 1972 to US$4.08 per barrel in 1973, the SR prices

were drastically raised. SR prices were very sensitive

toward any changes in oil, its primary input material. And

NR producers took advantage of the favorable situation by

raising NR prices following the upward movement in SR prices

as oil increased. The price increase for NR was also

supported by the shortage of supply. The reason for this
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shortage was the sudden increase in demand for NR. There

was a time lag between the increase in demand for extra

amounts of NR and the time the NR could be made available to

rubber comsumers. Besides, the NR producing countries did

not hold appropiate levels of stocks, and some of the rubber

trees were old and yielded a low amount of latex per tree.

Therefore,

daily movement of prices were generally small
during the early months of 1973, as evident
the small day to day variation coefficients.
The market showed improved physicals demand
and prices moved gradually from a low of 120
Mc/kg in January to a peak level of 150 Mc/kg
in May. In addition, the rather
disappointing pickup in production after the
traditional 'wintering' period in the
producing countries forced the prices to rise
sharply to 227 Mc/kg in July, before profit
taking, speculative selling and an increase
in the US) GSA stockpile release set in to
reduce prices... (5, p. 70).

However, by December of the same year, the "four fold price

hike in crude (from US$3.22 per barrel in 1972 to US$12.52

per barrel) oil directly resulted in the meteoric rise of NR

prices to as high as 267 Mc/kg" (12, p. 70). The price did

not stop at this point, as

the peak of 278 Mc/kg was reached on January
4, 1974. Market was so bullish that within a
single trading day, a rise of 22 Mc/kg was
recorded. Since then, however, prices began
to weaken ... to the lowest .... level for
the year 98 Mc/kg in mid-November. The
steady erosion was primarily attributed to
automatic adjustments and corrections made to
the situation, speculative influences as well
as to the detrimental effects of high energy
costs on the global economy (5, p. 73).
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Since cautious actions taken by the major producing

countries' governments through stockings and the United

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)

corporation, price hostility in the world elastomer market

for NR has calmed a little bit. NR prices (generally based

on RSS 1) followed oil's upward trend until 1980. In the

year 1981, unfortunately, NR prices failed to continue the

upward trend and thus went the opposite direction relative

to the oil prices. While oil prices in the world increased

to its highest, US$37.05 per barrel, the NR price dropped to

2,578.20 M$/ton (2.5782 M$/kg) from 1980, the highest price

ever recorded, 3,132.50 M$/ton (US$1,625/ton).

The negative relationship between oil prices and NR

prices was attributed to the worldwide recession, in which

high inflation, changing technology, cutbacks in the tire

and automobile industries, and energy conservation took

place. In spite of rising oil prices in 1981, NR prices

based on RSS 1 experienced a downward movement. Post 1981,

however, marked a period of cheaper oil prices once again.

The oil price dropped sharply to 29.30 US$/barrel.

Fortunately, the oil price did not slide far enough, as

before 1970, to jeopardize NR prices. In fact, the SR

producers were maintaining high prices on their

commodities in order to maximize their profits, which had

been squeezed prior to this period.
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Statement of Hyphotheses

The hyphotheses for these two models are:

Hyphothesis 1: Changes in Malaysian NR price have

significant effects on the supply of or

demand for Malaysian NR.

Hyphothesis 2: Changes in each of other independent

variables (Malaysian total NR land, Malaysian

research taxes, and replanting taxes) have

significant effects on the supply and/or the

production of Malaysian NR.

Hyphothesis 3: Changes in each of the independent variables

(total tires and cars, NR consumer income

index, and synthetic rubber price or NR and

SR price ratio) have significant effects on

the total demand for Malaysian NR.

Limitations of the Analysis

There are several limitations in analyzing the two

models. Translating the econometrical and statistical

results must be done cautiously. The limitations in the

models are

1. The price for the natural rubber produced or sold

by Malaysia only refers to rubber smoked sheet grade one's

price (RSS 1). However, the NR sold by this country is

composed of different grades. Nevertheless, rubber smoked

sheet is the largest class of NR consumed, domestically and

abroad. Besides, the RSS I price is widely quoted for day

to day rubber transactions.
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2. The cost of production for Malaysian NR is only

represented by research cess (duty or taxes) and replanting

cess (duty or taxes) collected from export taxes and

reinvested in NR research and development and rubber

replanting. Although it may not represent results as if the

actual total cost of production is used, these taxes can

sufficiently represent current capital committed to

producing NR.

3. The total production of tires and cars is limited

to five countries only: USA, UK, Japan, South Korea, and

Malaysia. And the actual NR consumed in manufacturing these

two products is unavailable. Some of the total tires

produced may probably contain less proportion of NR.

Nevertheless, these are the closest approximations

available.

4. The demand model is tested against the six largest

Malaysian NR consuming countries only. Although these

countries' consumption is not the total demand for Malaysian

NR, the consumption by other countries should be quite small

relative to these six countries.

5. One of the two important determinants of world

rubber demand, which is population, mentioned by Ng and

associates, is replaced with total tires and total passenger

cars computed in the six countries. The reason for the

replacement is that the number of tires and cars produced

can represent a good approximation of the amount of these
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products demanded by the population in the selected

countries.

Statistical Analysis Employed

Time Series Analysis

The models were analyzed for their changes and

responsiveness toward certain or all variables as they went

through a time period. And for the purpose of this study,

the time period was from 1971 to 1987. The time period is

very important since it reveals the effects of independent

variables on supply and demand variables over time.

A statistical book, Introduction to Business

Statistics, mentioned that when the dependent variable is

measured over time, the method used is called time series

analysis (3). One way of defining time series analysis is

that this statistical method utilizes data collected from

preceding time periods for analysis purposes. And the

findings from time series analysis can benefit understanding

of the events that have taken place in the past. Results

that are significant can be useful to predict business or

economic behavior in the future. Time series analysis has

been used frequently in analyzing the peaks and troughs

period in the business cycle; depression, recession, and

expansion periods in the economic cycle.

The results from time series analysis can be recorded

in a table or illustrated using a scatter diagram. There

are four components of a time series: trend, seasonal

variation, cyclical variation, and irregular activity.
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Trend describes the behavior of any time series. Trend

reflects any long term growth or decline in the set of

observations. This long term growth or decay pattern can

take a variety of shapes. If the rate of change in the

dependent variable from one period of time to the next is

relatively constant, it is called a linear trend. When the

time series appears to be slowing down (a decaying trend) or

accelerating (quadratic trend) as time increases, then a

nonlinear trend may be present. The quadratic trend uses a
2

multiple regression equation using two predictors, t and t

This thesis, however, will not be using the quadratic trend

equation for the models.

Seasonal variation or seasonality refers to periodic

increases or decreases in a time series that occur within a

calendar year. Seasonality observes a consumption pattern

or behavior within each year. The third time series

analysis component, cyclical variation, describes a gradual

cyclical movement about the trend and is generally

attributed to business and economic conditions. In other

words, cyclical variation in the economy occurs because of

the affects of endogenous and exogenous pressures in the

economy. The last component of time series analysis,

irregular activity, consists of the 'left over' after

accounting for the effects of other trends. It is also the

random or erratic movement or fluctuation in the economy.

Since this thesis analyzes the effects of independent

variables on the dependent variables in the case of
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Malaysian NR suppy and demand in a period of time, 1971 to

1987, it is appropriate to use a time series analysis. The

findings using other statistical methods may be unable to

explain accurately and thoroughly the relationship between

and within the variables. The effects of certain variables

in the models, particularly prices for NR and SR, NR income

determination, and others, cannot be fully understood if

other methods are employed.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION OF THE DATA

Background

In this chapter, there will be explanations of the data

and variable collecting process. It will mention the

variables involved and will explain the reasons they are

chosen to test the models and the hypotheses stated in the

preceding chapter. This chapter will also cover the process

of analyzing data briefly.

There are ten basic variables in testing the two

models. The ten variables are MNRSUPLY, MNRDEMND, MNRRSSi$,

MNRLAND, RESCESS, REPLNCES, TTIRES, TCARS, INCEQUAT, and

USSBR$. The additional two variables, PRCRATIO and

TIRESCAR, are the ratio or the summation of two variables

from these four basic independent variables: MNRRSSI*,

USSBR$, TTIRES, and TCARS. Table 3 on the next page defines

briefly the twelve variables.

Most of the variables are obtained from Malaysian and

United States government agencies and organizations. Out of

these ten basic variables, the first six variables were

collected from several publications issued by the Ministry

of Primary Industries of Malaysia, the Malaysian

79
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Table 3.--List of Variables

Variables

MNRSUPLY
MNRDEMND

MNRRSS1$

MNRLAND

RESCESS
REPLNCES

TTIRES

TCARS

INCEQUAT
USSBR$

PRCRATIO

TIRESCAR

Variables Definition

Malaysian natural rubber production.
Total demand for Malaysian natural
rubber.
Natural rubber price based on
ribbed smoked sheet grade one (RSS 1)
prices per ton in Malaysia.
Total hectarages of natural rubber
land in Malaysia.
Research cess or tax.
Replanting cess or tax to be given as
grants to smallholdings for replanting new
rubber trees.
Total tires produced in selected
countries.
Total passenger.cars produced and
assembled in the selected countries.
Natural rubber consumer income index.
United States synthetic rubber price
based on styrene-butadiene price
in the United States but converted into
Malaysian currency.
Natural rubber and synthetic rubber
price ratio.
Total tires and car production.
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Among the publications are Statistics on Commodities, Rubber

Statistical Handbooks, and Monthly (Rubber) Statistical

Bulletins, respectively. The other four variables were

obtained from the Synthetic Organic Chemical, United Nations

Statistical Yearbook, Automotive News Marketing Data Book,

International Financial Statistics Yearbook, Asiaweek, and

Pick's Currency Yearbook. These books were issued by the

United States International Trade Commission, United Nations

Publication, Crain Communication Inc., United Nations'

International Monetary Fund, Asiaweek Ltd., and Pick's

Publishing Corp., respectively.

One of the variables, INCEQUAT, is computed from real

GNP or real GDP of each selected country and the percentage

of Malaysian NR consumed by each country. The real GNP and

real GDP are obtained from the International Financial

Statistics Yearbook issued by the United Nations'

International Monetary Fund, while the consumption of

Malaysian NR by each country is collected from the Ministry

of Primary Industry's Statistics of Commodities and

Malaysian Rubber Producers' Council's Monthly (Rubber)

Statistical Bulletins. The Malaysian NR imported or

consumed by each country is divided by total Malaysian NR

demanded in order to derive INCEQUAT. The derivation of

this variable in mathematical form will be discussed later

in this chapter.

The currency exchange rates are derived from Asiaweek

magazines and Pick's Currency Yearbooks. Asiaweek magazines
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provided two currency exchange rates for both currencies.

However, Pick's Currency Yearbook only provided exchange

rates of countries in U.S. dollars. Pick's currency

exchange rates were used for the years 1971-1977 only.

Therefore, in order to have uniformity in the model, the

currency used in INCEQUAT and USSBR$ variables, the non-

Malaysian currencies, are converted into Malaysian currency

(ringgits).

The method of converting Pick's currency exchange rates

is by computing the value of one unit of Malaysian ringgit

into US currency and, thereafter, using the currency ratio

to convert other currencies (United Kingdom Pound, Japanese

Yen, South Korean Won, and Singapore dollar) into Malaysian

ringgits. Although the exchange rates for 1971-1987 may not

represent the actual official exchange rates recorded by the

Malaysian National Bank, these exchange rates are the

closest rates available (see Table 11, Appendix B).

Data Determination Process

The above data set is considered important in analyzing

the models and hyphotheses. MNRSUPLY is the total annual

production of natural rubber by Malaysia measured in tons

metric. This variable will be the dependent variable in the

supply elasticty model. MNRDEMND is the total annual

demand for Malaysian natural rubber and is also measured in

tons metric. This variable will form the dependent variable

of the second model, the demand elasticity model. MNRDEMND

is computed from two different variables (see Table 12,
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Appendix B). The two variables are total domestic

consumption of her own natural rubber and total export of

Malaysian natural rubber to consumers abroad including the

observed countries.

The third variable, MNRRSS1$, is the average annual

price of RSS 1 quoted in the Kuala Lumpur Commodities

Exchange (KLCE) center. This variable is used as the price

reference for both domestic and foreign natural rubber

consumers. Although there is now another quotation in the

natural rubber market which is based on Standard Malaysian

Rubber grade 20 (SMR 20) for futures SMR contracts since

1986, RSS I is still widely used as the market reference for

day to day transactions. The analysis is not going to use

SMR 20 prices because there is a lack of complete records

for it in the center.

One source, mentioning the relationship between rubber

prices and natural rubber production, said that

"theoretically, prices are expected to react to

supply/demand imbalances: a price rise should be assocciated

with supply deficits, while a price slump with surplus" (4,

p. 14). In another source, "the overall supply response of

the smallholders to changing in prices is generally less

inelastic than estates" (5, p. 15). And the authors further

discovered that

various empirical studies for the different
situations and periods ... are in full
agreement that overall NR supply is highly
price inelastic, but the supply from estates
tends to be more inelastic than that from
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smallholdings. Long run elaticities also
tend to be somewhat higher than those for the
short run, as factors of production can be
more flexibly employed and transferred to new
uses in the long run (5, pp. 15-16).

The next variable, MNRLAND, is the total of

smallholding rubber lands and rubber estates put together.

It is measured in hectarage. The importance of this

variable is to analyze whether the maximum amount of natural

rubber production by this country depends on land committed

to planting rubber crops or not. MNRLAND may be the factor

that determines whether Malaysia is capable of meeting all

the natural rubber orders put on her. In Ng and associates'

book,

apart from new planting, substantial increase
in supply could be obtained from existing
planted area through enhancing production
efficiency, as current yield levels in many
producing countries fall considerably short
of their yield potentials. Expansion of
supply through raising production efficiency
must necessarily come from rapid
dissemination and adoption of technology
(5, p. 17).

The fourth variable is RESCESS. It is a part of the

export duty levied on natural rubber sold abroad. RESCESS

is used as grants to rubber research institutes,

particularly the two MRRDB laboratories: RRIM and TARL. The

cess (duty or taxes) is specially appropriated to benefit

future natural rubber growth and quality through research

and development. REPLNCES is also a part of the export duty
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levied on the exports of natural rubber abroad. But

REPLNCES is grants to smallholders who choose to replant

their rubber lands with new and better rubber trees.

Although RESCESS and REPLNCES are only a portion of

natural rubber production cost, they also represent a big

percentage of capital especially appropriated and readily

available to ensure current and future natural rubber

production by Malaysia and its utilization as a primary raw

material in rubber related manufacturing activities

domestically and internationally. However, one source

mentioned that there may perhaps be a negative relationship

between export taxes or duty and natural rubber production

or export. "If the existing heavy tax burden on the

industry could be improved vis-a-vis other enterprises, the

profitability of rubber would correspondingly be enhanced"

(5, p. 17).

TTIRES and TCARS are computed from automobile tires

produced and passenger cars manufactured and assembled in

five countries. The reason for selecting these industries

is that the tires, especially, "dominate (NR) consumption

with more than 71% going into tires and tire products in

1984...." (1, p. 40). The observed countries used in these

variables are Malaysia, the United States, the United

Kingdom, Japan, and South Korea. The reasons for using only

these countries to compute the total tires and passenger

cars are given below.
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The major reason these countries are chosen is that

they are among the largest consumers of Malaysian natural

rubber including Malaysia. Malaysia is the largest major

natural rubber producing country in the world and its

consumption of her own natural rubber has been increasing in

recent years and currently amounts to 4% to 5% of total

Malaysian NR demanded. The second set of countries, the

United States, United Kingdom, and Japan, is the leading

industrialized countries in the world. The purpose for

selecting South Korea is that it is an emerging developing

country that has shown rapid and remarkable progress in

economic development. One of its progressive manufacturing

units is HYUNDAI, which manufactures a number of heavy

industry products including ships, automobiles, and tires.

The reason for using tires and passenger cars to represent

rubber related products is that they can sufficiently

represent the number of people involved in producing,

manufacturing, trading, and purchasing these rubber

products.

INCEQUAT is a variable derived from computing a NR

consumer income index. The equation is as follows:

INCEQUAT = (RGNPi MNRCi

MNRDEMND

where RGNPi is the real gross national product or

real gross domestic product from each

of the observed countries.

jj," , - - , - Ig
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MNRCi is the individual consumption or

demand of Malaysian natural rubber by the

observed countries.

MNRDEMND is the total demand for Malaysian

natural rubber.

INCEQUAT derived here is to determine the percentage of

Malaysian natural rubber consumed as raw material resources

in each observed country's economy in terms of the

countries' real GNP or real GDP. In other words, the

equation is used to compute the value of Malaysian natural

rubber contributed in the countries' real GNP or real GDP.

The values of real GNP or real GDP which are not in

Malaysian currency are converted into Malaysian currency

(ringgit) using Asiaweek's and Pick's currency exchange

rates for consistency.

The next variable in the data set is USSBR$. It uses

only the price for one synthetic rubber, styrene-butadiene

rubber (SBR). Nevertheless, it is the largest synthetic

rubber produced and consumed in industrialized countries.

Although SBR chemical structure has little resemblance to

that of NR and its overall properties are different, it is

the closest substitute for natural rubber in tire

production. The actual SBR prices were quoted in the United

States currency. But for the purpose of uniformity, it is

also converted into Malaysian currency (ringgit).

Another variable, PRCRATIO, is used only in the demand

for Malaysian NR model. It is the price ratio of NR and SR.
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PRCRATIO is computed by dividing NR price (MNRRSSI$) by SR

price (USSBR$). The purpose of this particular variable is

to measure the responsiveness of demand for Malaysian NR

with respect to the ratio. However, PRCRATIO is not going

to be used in the same model where MNRRSI$ and USSBR$ are

used. The main reason for separate multiple regression is

to analyze whether either rubber price ratio or individual

rubber price has better impact on the demand model.

The final variable is TIRESCAR. This variable is

derived by summing the annual production of tires and cars

of the observed countries from 1971-1987. The purpose for

this variable is the same as PRCRATIO. This variable is

analyzed in a separate demand model from the demand model

where TTIRES and TCARS are present. The different demand

models for these variables are to determine whether as a

general group automobile rubber products are more

significant than if regressed individually. The results of

statistical multiple regression will be discussed in the

next chapter.

Data Analysis Process

There are several ways of studying and analyzing the

results produced by time series analysis used to test

MNRSUPLY and MNRDEMND models. Regardless whether the time

series analysis uses the linear or logarithmic linear

equation for the two models, which may produce slightly

different results, the purpose of each procedure in the

statistical regression analysis will be the same. Most of
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the information about multiple regression procedures

presented in this section is derived from two statistical

books: Introduction to Business Statistics - A computer

intergrated approach by Kvanli, Guynes, and Pavur and

A Second Course in Business Statistics - Regression Analysis

by Mendenhill and Sincich.

The Statistical Analysis System or Software (SAS) is

employed to run the multiple regressions of the time series

analysis for the two models. This analysis utilizes

hierarchical multiple regression to test the variables

either individually or together. The T test in multiple

regression analysis is used to test the significance of each

independent variable's parameter estimate (P) in the model.

The F value computes the usefulness of all independent

variables in explaining the behavior of dependent variables.

A five percent significance level (x = 5%) will be used to

obtain T and F values from their respective tables.

There are four basic assumptions about the general

form of the probability distribution of error or residuals:

Assumption I : The mean of the probability distribution of

residuals is 0.

Assumption 2 : The variance of the probability distribution

of residuals is constant for all settings of

the independent variables.

Assumption 3 : The probability distribution of residuals is

normal.
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Assumption 4 : The errors associated with any two different

observations are independent.

But often, time series regression residuals (errors) are not

independent. It is an indication that autocorrelation is

present when the set of residuals in the models are not

independent of one another and the adjacent errors have

roughly the same value, and so are correlated with each

other at different points of time. The amount of

autocorrelation existing between residuals is measured by

the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic. If the computed DW value

falls between D and D , there could be a positive
L U

autocorrelation in the model, but the test is inclusive.

The assumption made here is that the errors follow a normal

distribution trend.

Conc lusion

Each variable is inserted in the models in the time

series analysis. The importance of the independent

variables, MNRRSSI$, MNRLAND, RESCESS, REPLNCES, TTIRES,

TCARS, INCEQUAT, and USSBR$, in the models is to analyze

the impacts that each variable has on the dependent

variables of the two models, MNRSUPLY and MNRDEMND, and to

find the variables' implications on the models.

The independent variables are also used to analyze

whether they are significant in relation to the dependent

variables in a certain period of time, (t). As has been

mentioned in one of the preceding chapters, there has been
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evidence showing that there was a significant relationship

between certain independent variables and the dependent

variables. As an example, the increase in SBR prices has

contributed to an increase in natural rubber

demand and also supply. It is also important to show

whether the natural rubber supply and demand are affected by

the changes in the independent variables from the previous

period, (t-1).

Finally, it is important to analyze the models' time

analysis multiple regression through many angles. It is

necessary to distinguish statistically predictors

(independent variables) in each model. The good predictors

that are helpful in determining and predicting MNRRSSI$ and

MNRDEMND will be considered in making suggestions for policy

makers at various sectors of NR industry in Malaysia.

Meanwhile, other independent variables, although they showed

as poor predictors in the model, must not be totally ignored

but rather observed periodically.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE ELASTICITY

OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND APPROACHES

(IN THE CASE OF MALAYSIAN

NATURAL RUBBER)

Background

As stated previously, the main purpose of this paper is

to determine and to analyze the effects of some variables on

Malaysian NR production and demand for Malaysian NR. Since

there are one model for the production of NR in Malaysia and

two models for the demand for Malaysian NR, three multiple

regression equations were run using SAS. All three

regressions are based on multiple log linear equations for

supply and demand. Therefore,, this chapter will mainly

analyze and explain the results derived from the statistical

output based on the time series multiple regression.

Supply Analysis of Malaysian
Natural Rubber

The econometric models used to derive the equations for

supply of NR can be found in many economic articles,

particularly in the Malaysian Rubber Research and

Development Board's publications. One source, mentioned

previously, says that the elasticity supply of NR is

determined (particularly) with respect to price (3, p. 14).

93
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However, for the purpose of this thesis, the supply equation

for Malaysian NR can be derived as the following:

1. Deterministic log linear equation

log (MNRSUPLY) 4+ +P log (MNRRSSI$)
0 1

+ P log (MNRLAND) + 3 log (RESCESS)
2 3

+ Plog (REPLNCES)
4

The error (e) term has been eliminated when using a

deterministic equation.

Statistical Results

Utilizing data collected from 1971 - 1987, the results

for the Malaysian NIR supply equation are shown on the next

page.
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Table 4.--Deterministic Log Linear Supply Equation
of Malaysian NR

1971 - 1987

Variable Parameter Estimate T-Value Prob > !T!

intercept --5.66104371 -1.092 0.2961
MNRRSSI$ 0.08009392 3.213 0.0075
MNRLAND 0.55087918 1.035 0.3213
RESCESS 0.01492644 0.485 0.6367
REPLNCES 0.67708928 4.808 0.0004

--- -------------------------------------------------------

F-value = 26.217 t = 1.782
Prob > !F! = 0.0001 0.05,12
2

R = 0.8973 F = 3.260
ADJ R-SQ = 0.8631 0.05,4,12

For more details, see Table 7 in Appendix A.

In the deterministic supply equation, the T test for

each estimated parameter gives a mixed result. The computed

T values for parameters p and p are lower than the T value
2 3

derived from the table at 12 degrees of freedom and

N = 0.05, 1.782. The lower computed T values indicate that

independent variables, MNRLAND and RESCESS, which have these

parameters do not contribute to the model very well. They

are insignificant predictors to be used for predicting

future MNRSUPLY. The lower T values also lead to the belief

that the null hypothesis that states the estimated parameter

is not different from 0, thus, cannot be rejected. The

other two estimated parameters, p and p , have large T
1 4
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values indicating high significance with respect to the

supply models. Large T values also imply that these

independent variables, MNRRSSI$ and REPLNCES, can be

significant predictors for MNRSUPLY.

Although both models showed a negative intercept on the

y-axis, the overall models' slope is positive. The positive

sign of each parameter shows that each independent variable

(MNRRSSI$, MNRLAND, RESCESS, REPLNCES) corresponds as it

should in the actual condition. However, the table shows

that all parameters, Ps, are statistically insignificant.

The log linear supply parameters, Ps, are also the

coefficient of estimation for the model. These parameters

are used to measure the elasticity of MNRSUPLY to the

changes in the independent variables. Table 4 showed that

the small values of coefficient of estimation indicate a

highly inelastic response of dependent variables toward

changes in independent variables. In the case of Malaysian

NR, it implies that the high inelasticity of NR supply

normally has a vertical or almost vertical upward sloping

supply curve.

This result further confirms the general notation that

the elasticity of MNRSUPLY in respect to one of the

variables, MNRRSSI$, is expected to be low. Derived from a

book, Improving the Structure of World Trade in Natural

Rubber, low elasticity of NR supply with respect to price is
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accounted for chiefly by the perenniality of
a crop with a long gestation period, and the
existence of a very large number of small
producers, for many of whom rubber production
constitutes the only source of income due to
the relative scarcity of attractive
alternative.... Again, estate companies tend
to produce according to targets estimated in
advance, irrespective of market conditions.
These factors, therefore, tend to discourage
any market reduction or increase in supply
with changing market prices (3, pp. 14-15).

Theoretically, a highly inelastic supply curve normally

represents a short run situation. This is quite common in

economic activities such as agriculture (i.e. rubber crops).

However, normally in the long run, the inelasticity of NR

supply toward NR price will not hold. Some rubber growers

and estates may be switching to plant other crops or reduce

NR production if the price for NR is expected to remain low,

and vice versa.

As shown by the results above, another significant

independent variable in the regression is REPLNCES. This

variable has the largest computed T value, 4.808, and the

smallest but good probability of T, 0.0004, in the log

linear supply model. Empirically, the data derived from

Malaysia's Department of Statistics showed that Malaysia's

NR lands have been declining constantly in the past three

decades. For example, between 1980 and 1987, the planted

area for NR was 2.004 million hectares and 1.898 million

hectares, respectively. Thus, in order to maintain not only

high productivity in the future but also to maintain

Malaysia's leadership and competitiveness in NR production,
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replacing the old and low-yield rubber trees with new and

high-yield clones is the best alternative.

The replanting of new rubber trees cuts down the

immature period of the tree from an average of 6 - 7 years

to just under 4 years. These new clones are also capable of

yielding from 1,050 kg/ha to 3,000 kg/ha. Even the better

old trees can only produce up to 700 kg/ha. Therefore, it

is necessary to increase the replanting activities,

replacing the old trees whose life cycle is 30 years, to

regenerate the rubber industry. The log linear supply model

shows that the replanting costs' estimated parameter or

coefficient of estimation is less than 1. This means that

in relation to changes in REPLNCES, the dependent variable

is highly inelastic. This high supply inelasticity further

indicates that a large increase in REPLNCES will only result

in a small change in MNRSUPLY. This is logical since the

cost of replanting is to forego current benefits for future

benefits. And according to the new immaturity period for

cultivating rubber trees, which is 4 years, Malaysia will be

able to produce more natural latex in terms of per hectar

later. Thus, Malaysia's competitiveness in NR production

would probably be unchallenged.

As assumed above, the additional NR land is most likely

to be planted with high yield rubber trees. However, there

are thousands of hectares of rubber lands that still have

old rubber trees planted on them. In addition to this, the
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Malaysian government is not likely to increase the total

amount of NR land in the country. They prefer that the old

rubber trees which were planted in the fifties and sixties

be replaced with new and high-yield rubber trees in order to

increase the productivity of Malaysia's NR. However,

government refusal to opening new land or commit other crop

lands to plant rubber trees is not because the remaining

land is not suitable for rubber. There are close to two

million hectares planted with rubber out of 25 million

hectares of arable land in this country. Thus, there are

more lands that can be committed to plant rubber if the

government permits. However, this is one policy that tries

to maximize the use of existing rubber lands to increase NR

for the country and utilize other available land for other

profitable and beneficial ventures.

The statistical results also showed that MNRLAND and

RESCESS are insignificant determinants and predictors for

the model. The log linears' coefficient of estimations are

also less than I as mentioned before. All of these mean

that in relation to MNRLAND and RESCESS, MNRSUPLY is highly

inelastic. A large reduction or an increase in total

MNRLAND and research costs will only result in a small

change in MNRSUPLY and vice versa. The reasons for the

insignificance of MNRLAND have been discussed above.

Although research cost also responds in the same direction

as replanting costs, the benefits may be small either now or

later, holding other independent variables constant. The
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main reason for this is most probably that the research also

involves in other NR fields, such as improving the

usefulness of NR in the rubber products industry. Thus it

does not actually benefit Malaysian NR production only.

Looking at the results of Malaysian NR shown in

Table 4, the high F-value indicates a strong overall

significance for the two supply models. The models'

multiple coefficient of determination (R-SQ) showed a good

relationship between independent and dependent variables.

According to Table 4, the value for R-SQ is 0.8973. These

simply imply that 89.73% of the supply model's variation is

being explained by the independent variables in the multiple

regression equation. Generally, the high R-SQ value

indicates that the model provides good independent variables

in determining and predicting MNRSUPLY.

However, R-SQ does not provide enough information about

individual variable strength in explaining the model.

Analyzing the Pearson Correlation Coefficients, there is no

sign of significant multicollinearity although it exists in

the model. The variations of MNRSUPLY explained by

MNRRSS1*, MNRLAND, RESCESS, and REPLNCESS are 82.39%,

33.51%, 33.32%, and 87.03%, respectively. However,

variables MNRLAND and RESCESS explain each other better,

68.36%, than they explain MNRSUPLY. These variables may

cause some misinterpretation of the models because they may

be misleading and may have some overlapping information
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about the model. With the exception of these two variables,

MNRRSSI$ and REPLNCES are shown to be more highly correlated

to MNRSUPLY than to each other. And there also exist

insignificant T tests for parameters p and p but this
2 3

coincides with the presence of significant F values of

overall model adequacy (see Table 4). Thus, the strong

correlation between MNRLAND and RESCESS may be able to

explain their small T values, hence, statistically

insignificant to the model.

The stepwise selecting procedure is used to compare

results from the ANOVA table. All three selection

techniques, stepwise regression, forward regression, and

backward regression, produced the same results. The above

techniques removed MNRLAND and RESCESS from the model but

retained the use of variables MNRRSS1* and REPLNCES in the

model. The stepwise selecting procedure suggests the

independent variables that are most related to the NR supply

model in the case of Malaysia are as shown below:

in the log linear form:

Log (MNRSUPLY) = + p Log (MNRRSSI$)
0 1

+ P Log (REPLNCES)

2

The above best fit models of NR supply mean that MNRRSSI$

and REPLNCES are the best predictors for determining and

predicting MNRSUPLY. In addition to this, these predictors

have computed T values that are most significant at the five

percent significance level (See Table 7).
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In the supply of Malaysian NR time series regressions,

there exist autocorrelations which refer to correlation

between residuals from the same time series model at

different points of time. The value of first-order

autocorrelation of neighboring residuals that are one time

period apart (i.e. t and t-1 or t and t+1) showed that there

is 0.257 autocorrelation presents in the log linear supply

model. The Durbin-Watson statistic detected that there is

1.408 autocorrelation between residuals in the model. Using

the information available in the DW table, the d values at

w = 0.05 are d = 0.78 and d = 1.93. Because the value of
L U

computed DW equal to 1.408 falls in the gray area between

0.78 and 1.93, positive autocorrelation could exist in each

model. However, the test is inconclusive. Nevertheless,

the presence of correlation between the residuals violated

the assumptions stated in Chapter 4. But since the values

of first-order autocorrelation are close to 0, their

presence in the model can almost be ignored. And, it is

possible to further assume that the residuals follow a

normal distribution pattern.

Demand Analysis of Malaysian
Natural Rubber

The test results will show the extent of the importance

of NR utilized as an industrial raw material. As mentioned

in the preceding chapters, the models for the demand side of

Malaysian NR will include either MNRRSSI$ and USSBR$ or

PRCRATIO, either TTIRES and TCARS or TIRESCAR, and INCEQUAT.
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This paper will analyze both log linear demand equations,

where each model contains a slightly different combination

of independent variables, to check whether there are

differences between and within the equations. And it will

also analyze results of each variable obtained from each

statistical output.

In order to achieve the best possible model for demand

for Malaysian NR, several multiple log linear equations were

examined. The reasons for not selecting these demand models

and variables will also be discussed briefly. For the

purpose of this thesis, the chosen deterministic log linear

demand equations that will be elaborated are the following:

1. Deterministic log linear equation

log (MNRDEMND) = p - p log (INCEQUAT)

0 1

+ p log (TIRESCAR)

2

+ p log (PRCRATIO)

3

2. Deterministic log linear equation

log (MNRDEMND) = p - p log (MNRRSSI$)
0 1

+ p log (INCEQUAT)

2

+ p log (USSBR$) + p log (TIRESCAR)

3 4

The error term in the above equations has been eliminated

when regressing deterministic equations.
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Statistical Results

The annual data for demand equations are from 1971 -

1987. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 below show the statistical results

briefly.

Table 5.1.--Deterministic Log Linear Demand Equation
of Malaysian NR

1971 -1987

Variable Parameter Estimate T-Value Prob > !T'!

intercept
INCEQUAT
PRCRATIO
TIRESCAR

2.2013
0.0168
0.1564
0.3908

1.465
0.530
3.882
3.258

0.1666
0.6048
0.0019
0.0062

F-value
Prob > F
R-SQ
Adj R-SQ

= 7.891
= 0.0030
= 0.6455
= 0.5637

t
0.05,13

F
0.05,3,13

= 1.771

= 3.410

For more details, see Table 8.1 in Appendix A and
Table 10.1 in Appendix B.
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Table 5.2.--Deterministic Log Linear Demand Equation
of Malaysian NR

1971 - 1987

Variable Parameter Estimate T-Value Prob > !T!

intercept 4.318248 3.205 0.0030
MNRRSS1$ 0.268004 6.755 0.0001
INCEQUAT -0.164987 -3.228 0.0072
USSBR$ -0.01079250 -0.233 0.8195
TIRESCAR 0.2012820 2.106 0.0569

F-value = 16.363 t = 1.782
Prob > !F! = 0.0001 0.05,12
R-SQ = 0.8451 F = 3.260
Adj. R-SQ = 0.7934 0.05,4,12

For more details, see Table 8.2 in Appendix A and
Table 10.2 in Appendix B.

As mentioned in the supply analysis, parameter

estimates in the log linear model are also the elasticity

for the model. Disregarding the sign of each parameter, all

parameter variables of the independent variables are less

than 1 (see tables 5.1 and 5.2). This indicates that

MNRDEMND is highly inelastic toward changes in its

independent variables: MNRRSSI$, INCEQUAT, USSBR$, PRCRATIO,

and TIRESCAR. This finding shows that when holding other

independent variables constant, the demand curve between

MNRDEMND and the surveyed independent variable is almost

vertical. A further indication from the elasticity of
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MNRDEMND is that MNRDEMND is not highly correlated with

independent variables in the model. For example, from Table

5.2, the coefficient of estimation between MNRRSS1$ and one

of its independent variables shows that, for example, for

every percentage point change in MNRRSSI$, there is about

0.268 percent change in MNRDEMND. Another example from the

same table shows that for every percentage point change in

TIRESCAR, MNRDEMND responds only 0.201 percent. The values

of correlation coefficients from s confirm that MNRDEMND is

highly inelastic toward other independent variables in the

model as well.

The results showed that three independent variables out

of four in the models have opposite signs from what they are

normally believed to have in the real world. The variables

are MNRRSS1$, INCEQUAT, and USSBR$. As showed by R values,

most of them are insignificantly correlated to MNRDEMND.

Theoretically, prices are expected to react inversely with

demand, decreasing when demand increases, and vice-versa.

Instead, MNRRSSI$ in both demand models shows a positive

relationship between the two.

Demand for all elastomers.........
is generally insensitive to price changes,
but sensitive to changes in aggregate
economic activities. The small influence of
price changes on NR demand has posed certain
problems in the estimation of price
elasticities of demand .... the price-demand
coefficients as estimated for various countries
were small and did not have the expected
negative sign (1, p. 25).
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The results from this analysis are similar to many

other findings that conform to the above statement. The

main reason for this is that although Malaysia's NR

production was increasing, the demand for NR grows at a much

faster rate. Therefore, the inability of Malaysia and other

NR producing countries to accomodate the excess demand may

have led to higher prices for NR in the market. Table 6

below shows the relative rate of growth of world elastomer,

which is retrieved from a book, The Future of Natural

Rubber, written by Ahmad Farouk (4, Table 9, p. 14).

Table 6.--Relative Rates of Growth of Elastomer
(stated as percentage change

over period)

Production . Consumption
Period NR SR Total NR SR Total

1950-1960 0.3 11.9 5.3 2.2 10.9 5.8

1960-1970 4.3 9.2 7.2 3.6 9.2 6.8

1970-1980 2.2 3.9 3.4 2.3 4.4 3.7

1980-1986 2.2 0.8 1.2 2.5 0.8 1.3

The information in the above table further confirms the

findings of this paper. The growth rate of demand for NR has

practically overcome the growth rate of NR production for

the past decades except for the period between 1960-1970.

Ahmad Farouk said that "the demand for total rubber had

grown at a much faster rate than that for NR until after
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1980 when the trend reversed. Whilst NR consumption has

remained consistent through the years, the demand for SR had

declined rapidly" (4, p. 15).

In pure substitution effect theory, when products are

highly substitutable for each other, as the price of one

product increases, demand for the other product increases.

However, in the case of Malaysian NR and SR, there is an

inverse relationship between USSBR$ and MNRDEMND. The

statistical result shows that as USSBR$ decreases, MNRDEMND

increases, and vice versa. In spite of low SR prices,

Malaysian NR or NR in general is still in high demand by

rubber consumers. There may be a number of good reasons for

this phenomenon. The main reason is most likely that the SR

being chemically manufactured releases tremendous amounts of

hazardous pollution into the environment. Furthermore,

there has been a great concern by governments throughout the

world about the 'greenhouse' effect.

Another major reason is that NR has been improved

significantly in the last two decades. The NR and SR

differences in the properties and technological applications

have been discussed quite thoroughly in Chapter 4. Although

SR monomers are basically cheap to manufacture, the

polymerization process is very costly. And NR is more

flexible, releases less pollution, and is easily processed

and transformed. In addition to these advantages, there has

been a new trend between NR and SR. If for decades SR was
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significant in the elastomer market such as in its price and

special properties, which have undermined the utilization of

NR as the primary raw material for rubber related production

processes, the relationship has changed in recent years.

One source mentioned that ".... since the early 1970s

the 'symbiotic' relationship has emerged, in that NR and SR

are accepted as essential and complimentary industry raw

materials in major applications" (2, p. 5). Another source

said that "from an initial position of direct competition,

the NR and SR industries have since developed into one of

complementation" (4, p. 15). In Chapter 3, it covered

discussion on both NR and SR properties, production, and

areas of consumption. The SR grades such as low cis-1:4

polyisoprene and polybutadiene rubber tend to be regarded as

useful materials to blend with NR. Therefore, because of

these reasons, rubber consumers are willing to pay more for

NR in spite of the decreases in SR prices because most SRs

"are less strong and have markedly inferior resistance to

mechanical fatigue so that it cannot compete with NR in

tough engineering application" (1, p. 7).

Moreover, there is a price range for NR in the market

which is monitored by INRO's stock buffer management. Thus,

there is some kind of protection and incentives for NR

producers because the NR price will not fall below the floor

price agreed on by the members. However, this special

privilege enjoyed by NR producers may not hold forever.

Unless rubber growers are able to speed up replanting and
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tapping activities, rubber consumers may have to purchase

more SR for the amount of excess demand that NR producers

cannot provide in order to carry on with their own rubber

related production activities. Furthermore, if major SR

producers can find a better and more efficient way of

producing SR, this would endanger further the shares of all

NR producers in the elastomer market.

The last variable that does not conform with the

theoretical demand models for NR is INCEQUAT. Normally,

when demand for NR increases over time, it means that the

per capita rubber consumption in the consuming countries

will correspond. But the second model used here produce a

negative sign for the INCEQUAT parameter. This implies that

as INCEQUAT decreases, the demand for NR increases and vice

versa. However, when the first multiple linear log equation

is regressed where NR:SR price ratio replaces individual NR

and SR price in the model, the results shown are favorable

for the variable INCEQUAT (see Table 5.1). It implies that

a very small positive coefficient of estimation, 0.0168,

exists between NR and INCEQUAT, holding PRCRATIO and

TIRESCAR constant. This indicates that when the price for

NR is slightly higher than price for SR, rubber consumers

will consume more of NR than SR. However, when NR and SR

prices are regressed individually, the adverse effect is

obtained but INCEQUAT is more significant (see Table 5.2).

Another method of detecting of multicollinearity can be

found in T values and their relation with respect to F
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values. Out of four T values (disregard the T value for

intercept), T value for USSBR$ is statistically

insignificant. The small computed T value, -0.233, compared

to T value from the table and overall F value in the output,

implies that USSBR$ is an insignificant variable for

determining and predicting MNRDEMND. Other T values are

highly significant, even for INCEQUAT, whose parameter did

not conform to actual conditions. However, in the demand

model where NR:SR price ratio replaces individual NR and SR

prices, the T value for INCEQUAT is very insignificant,

0.530. The adverse result for INCEQUAT, particularly in the

second demand equation, may largely be due to analyzing the

Malaysian NR contribution to each observed country's real

GNP as one large sum.

However, if the analysis on the observed countries is

done individually, the result may most likely be different

because, logically, as NR is demanded more as it becomes a

very important raw material in the rubber-based industry,

and where industrial activity and real economic growth are

progressing favorably, these should be highly correlated to

demand for NR. Some rubber researchers found,

for instance, the demand elasticities for NR
the respect to industrial production are
0.998 and 1.325 for the USA and Canada
respectively, but the coefficients in the
trend terms are very small. This implies
that the USA, despite its high demand
elasticity with respect to industrial
production, would not substantially improve
the rate of NR consumption with any increase
in industrial activity in the future.
Similar conclusions could also be inferred
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for West Germany, France and the Netherlands.
However, the positive trend terms for Japan,
the UK and India offers the hope for further
increases in NR consumption in the future
and the same prospects also apply to developing
countries in general (3, p. 26).

The inverse relationship between Malaysia's NR and

INCEQUAT may also be due to higher exchange rates between

Malaysia'a currency and the other five observed countries'

currencies (see Table 11, Appendix B). Except for a few

years in the period 1971-1987, the trend was that the other

countries have to use more of their currency to purchase one

Malaysian ringgit. For example, in 1971, the exchange rates

were that the USA, Great Britain, Japan, South Korea, and

Singapore have to pay US$0.328, UK$0.129, Y$129.494,

W$83.64, and S$O.9512 to purchase M$1, respectively.

However, in 1979, with the exception for Japan, which paid

Y$111.75, the other four countries have to increase their

rate of exchange to US$0.461, UK$0.2096, W$223.04, and

S$0.999 for every Malaysian ringgit.

For certain countries such as the USA and the United

Kingdom, the increase in the exchange rate would seem very

small, but this may be enough to trigger these countries to

find alternate NR sources. The higher exchange rate for

Malaysian currency indicates that in the case of the trading

countries whose currencies are declined, their purchasing

power is decreasing. Even though the production and the

export of Malaysian NR increase, the demand comes from other

developing countries such as the People's Republic of China
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and present trading countries who are still willing to

consume Malaysian NIR such as South Korea, Hong Kong, and

Taiwan because they believe that Malaysian NR is better in

quality compared to other NR producing countries.

As a result of the inverse relationship between

MNRDEMND and INCEQUAT, the growth of Malaysia's NR in the

world rubber market in real terms is declining. One source

wrote,

world production increased from 3.85 million
tonnes in 1980 to 4.68 million tonnes in 1987
at an annual rate of 2.47%. A marked
development over the past two decades is that
the industry has become increasingly more
competitive, as reflected by the progressive
erosion of Malaysia's dominance: its market
share has dropped from 41% in 1970 to 34% in
1987... and this declining trend is likely to
continue... Major competitors are low cost
producers, particularly Indonesia and
Thailand (2, p. 3).

The author further discovered that

Malaysia's competitive position has also been
adversely affected by at least two other
developments. The first is the devaluations
of the Baht (Thailand currency) and Rupiah
(Indonesia currency) which have greatly
enhanced the "attractiveness" of Thai and
Indonesia rubber in the world rubber Market.
The other is the rising cost of labor; since
tapping accounts for well over one-half of
the total production cost, Malaysia's
competitors have a clear advantage
(2, pp. 3-4).

Thus, as high labor costs in Malaysia threatened her NR

competitiveness in the world market, Malaysia suffered a

loss of share to other low cost NR producing countries,

particularly Indonesia and Thailand as mentioned above.

Therefore, considering all the reasons given above, it is
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clear that the decreasing Malaysian NR consumption in some

of the observed countries has led to the decline of its

share in these countries' real GNP or real GDP as their

economy recovers and grows.

The high T value for TIRESCAR, 1.858, implies that this

variable is a significant factor in determining and

predicting MNRDEMND. Another model that runs tire and car

total production separately produces an insignificant result

for TTIRES, -0.217. The insignificant T value for TTIRES

indicates that tires are not important in the model. The

reason for this surprising result is that the data on total

tire production is not based entirely on tires requiring a

high proportion of NR in the production process.

The single most important group of end-use
for NR is tires and related products .... NR
content in tires generally ranges from 100%
for giant tires, to about 65% for large tires
and 17-25% for smaller tires. The relatively
greater importance of small trucks in Japan
explains, to a large extent, the smaller
share of NR in commercial vehicle tires than
in other countries (3, pp. 24-25).

Therefore, the data derived for total tire production

may be inconclusive and may likely contain a large number of

smaller tires, thus the small T value and statistical

insignificance for the model. On the other hand, the demand

models stated early in this chapter proved otherwise when

both total tires and cars are combined to be one large

quantity of general automobile rubber products. As one

larger variable, TIRESCAR seems to be a more significant

predictor for the model. It illustrates a situation where
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most automobiles normally require replacement of parts that

are rubber related products, such as tires, bumpers, brake

pads, mud flaps, belts, and hoses.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that the computed F-values are

very large compared to the F-table. These indicate a strong

overall significance for the two models. Although the

models' coefficient of determination (R-SQ) showed a strong

capability of the independent variables used explaining the

dependent variable, the R-SQ value of the linear demand

model is smaller than the log linear demand model. The R-SQ

value in the first log linear demand model is 0.6455,

meaning that only 64.55% of the linear demand model's

variation is being explained by its independent variables.

On the other hand, R-SQ value in the second log linear

demand model is 0.7672, implying that this model is being

explained by its independent variables at the extent of

76.72%. Nonetheless, both R-SQ values are high enough to

indicate that both models still provide good independent

variables for determining and predicting MNRDEMND. However,

R-SQ values do not provide enough information about the

independent variables individually.

The Pearson Correlation Coefficient shows that only one

independent variable, MNRRSSI$, explains MNRDEMND better

than others. The correlation coefficient (R) between these

two variables is 60.23%. However, INCEQUAT and USSBR$

explain each other better, 66.209%, than each one of them

correlates with MNRDEMND, 12.294% and 20.691%, respectively.
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TIRESCAR and USSBR$ also correlate with each other slightly

better, 48.781%, than they do with MNRDEMND, 47.073% and

20.69% respectively. These results from the Pearson

Correlation Coefficient table may help explain one of the

reasons that contribute to smaller R-SQ values in the demand

models. The weak relationship between the three independent

variables and MNRDEMND may cause severe misinterpretation of

the models. The stepwise selecting procedure suggests that

one independent variable, USSBRS$, must be removed from the

equation in order to construct the best fit model for

MNRDEMND. For the log linear form of the demand model, the

deterministic equation should be the following:

Log(MNRDEMND) = - p Log(MNRSS1$) + p Log(INCEQUAT)
0 1 2

+ Log(TIRESCAR)

4

The stepwise selecting procedure still recommended that

INCEQUAT should remain in the models in spite of its

negative parameter estimates. This, however, may require

some adjustments such as using per capita Malaysian NR

consumption in each country in the model instead of summing

them into one large number to derive the INCEQUAT variable.

Then, the model may probably produce results like the one

stated in one source (see p. 114). However,

multicollinearity would probably continue to exist in the

models, mainly through inverse signs for certain parameters.

For example, the positive sign for MNRRSSI$, which violates
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the theoretically accepted negative parameter, shows the

inverse relationship between price and demand may continue

to take place in the regression. This may be an exceptional

case for this particular industry for reasons given above.

The Durbin Watson (DW) statistics detected that there

is a very small autocorrelation presence between residuals

in the model. DW measures that there are 1.118 and 1.745

autocorrelation in each model, respectively. Utilizing the

DW table, the d values at five percent significance level

are d = 0.90 and d = 1.71 and d 0.78 and d 1.90,
L U L U

respectively. Since each computed DW value in the

respective demand models falls between the two d values,

there is an indication of a positive autocorrelation present

in the models. The presence of correlation between the

residuals in the model violated the assumptions of residuals

in Chapter 4. However, the DW test is inconclusive. In

additon to this, the values of first-order autocorrelation

as observed in the log linear demand models are 0.370 and

0.061, respectively. These first-order autocorrelation

values are too small, which implies that the correlation

between residuals is highly insignificant. Therefore, the

correlation between residuals in the models can almost be

ignored, although each model still indicates a slight

positive autocorrelation.

Conc lusion

Pooling together all the statistical results presented

above, it is proper to conclude this chapter by analyzing
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the statement of hypotheses stated in Chapter 4. The

hypotheses statements are related to the findings of T

values of each parameter estimate.

Hypothesis I states that changes in MNRRSS1$ will

significantly affect MNRSUPLY and/or MNRDEMND. The findings

from the statistical results showed that both T values for

MNRRSS1$ in the MNRSUPLY and MNRDEMND models are

significant. The high T values of MNRRSSI$ imply that this

variable does contribute to the determination and prediction

processes of the two models. It also means that

MNRRSSI$ parameter (P ) is not equal to 0. Further

indication is that MNRRSS1$ is a good predictor variable for

the models and any change in this variable does

significantly affect the amount of Malaysian NR supplied and

demanded. Therefore, according to these findings,

hyphothesis I fails to be rejected.

Hyphothesis 2 is to test that changes in each of

certain independent variables (MNRLAND, RESCESS, and

REPLNCES) in MNRSUPLY models are significant or otherwise.

The statistical results showed that only the T value for

REPLNCES is significant in addition to MNRRSS1$. The

T value for this variable is large enough to include it as a

good predictor in determining and predicting MNRSUPLY.

Thus, a change in replanting costs can significantly affect

the amount of NR produced by Malaysia. However, the other

two independent variables, namely, MNRLAND and RESCESS have

low T values and also insignificant parameter estimates.
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Therefore, with the exception of REPLNCES, the hyphotheses

for MNRLAND and RESCESS are rejected.

Finally, hypothesis 3 inquires whether changes in each

of the other independent variables (INCEQUAT, USSBR$,

PRCRATIO, and TIRESCAR) have significant effects on MNRDEMND

models. The first statistical multiple equation showed that

with the exception of PRCRATIO and TIRESCAR, the computed T

value for INCEQUAT is smaller than the T value derived from

its table. Therefore, in this case, the hyphothesis for

INCEQUAT is rejected (see Table 5.1). However, the results

derived from the second econometrical equation showed that

out of the three remaining variables, only USSBR$ produced

insignificant T and parameter values (see Table 5.2). In

addition to this, the USSBR$ downward sloping demand curve

does not conform, both theoretically and logically. Thus,

this variable is a poor predictor for determining and

predicting MNRDEMND. Therefore, the findings failed to

reject the null hypothesis for USSBR$ parameter, which

implies that this variable is not much different from 0 and

further indicates that its parameter does not provide good

description about the model. However, null hypotheses for

testing parameter INCEQUAT and TIRESCAR are rejected. In

conclusion, all independent variables such as these two

variables are good predictors in their respective models.

Hence, the findings obtained from the second multiple

regression failed to reject the hypotheses for INCEQUAT and

TIRESCAR.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this thesis is to study the overall

Malaysian NR industry performance since 1970, particularly

in the production of and demand for Malaysian NR. The main

aim of analyzing the period since 1971 is that both price

and quality competitiveness of Malaysian NR have

drastically improved.

Chapter 1 of the thesis presented the problems faced by

the Malaysian NR industry, such as reduction of rubber

planting areas, old rubber trees, increasing cost in rubber

tapping, and other aspects in the Malaysian NR industry.

This chapter further described briefly the succeeding

chapters of this paper.

Chapter 2 provided readers with an overview of the NR

industry in Malaysia. The chapter covered the sectors of

the industry from the agricultural sector to marketing of NR

and the manufacturing sector in this country. And it also

discussed briefly the contributions of the Research and

Development (R&D) sector, particularly RRIM and T ARL.

The third chapter built the models for supply and

demand elasticity for the Malaysian NR industry. This

chapter provided findings by some economists and researchers

involved in this industry that are related to the models.
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It also provided a summary of literature that discussed

briefly the differences in NR and SR in various aspects.

This discussion was inserted in this chapter for the

readers' better understanding about the elastomer industry,

both in the production and consumption of NR and SR.

The fourth chapter discussed the data gathering and

analyzing processes. This chapter elaborated on variables

used in the models. It also discussed the statistical

interpretation process which can best illustrate the

findings and results about the supply and demand models that

are run using SAS.

The fifth chapter is the most important chapter in this

paper. It interpreted results taken from running several

multiple regressions using SAS. The results gathered from

running multiple regression for MNRDEMND turned out to be

surprising, but not uncommon, as noted in the chapter. It

provided reasons for using different combinations of

independent variables in the demand elasticity equations and

stated which were the best variables for describing MNRDEMND

and MNRSUPLY.

The NR industry is managed largely by private sectors

and they should expend efforts in pulling necessary energy,

capital, and other resources together in order to benefit

the whole industry. There are certainly a vast number of

advantages of NR over SR as mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3,

and researchers keep trying to improve NR, both in its
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natural form and in rubber end products. The usefulness of

NR has been extended through improving the NR property which

is known as TSR rubber. Various grades of TSR rubber are

widely used in specialty areas that were heavily dominated

by SR. These improvements in NR have attracted more demand

from rubber consumers. Currently, elastomers, particularly

NR, are used to replace steels and other raw materials in

their traditional domains such as parts for buildings,

bridges, and others.

However, NR production has not been able to meet the

increasing demand from rubber consumers, thus losing some

market shares to SR unnecessarily. Although NR producers

have tried to increase productivity through replanting

rubber lands with new and high-yield rubber trees,

increasing rubber tapping activities, processing rubber

latex into different classes and grades of NR, the demand

for NR increases at a much faster rate (see Table 6). There

are time lags between producing NR and meeting the demands

for NR. And there are also some cautions taken by the

producers because they are afraid that the increase in NR

production at a much faster rate may affect its prices

adversely, especially when demand may decline for unknown

reasons and at any time.

This attitude should not be taken seriously by NR

producers because demand for elastomers is most likely to

grow continuously in the future. And there are statistics

and empirical data to prove that NR has consistently

goom
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increased in real terms while SR growth has declined also in

real terms (see Table 6). As SR continues to depend heavily

on crude oil as a raw material, and as crude oil prices

remain higher than the pre-1970s era, prices for NR will

remain stable and high. In addition to this, NR prices are

protected by the NR treaty agreed to and signed by major

producing and consuming countries. Nevertheless, the price

ceiling and price floor agreed to in the treaty should be

revised and adjusted gradually to conform with world

economic growth and inflation.

Furthermore, statistical results produced and discussed

in this paper have provided some confident findings about

the relationship between NR prices and NR production and

consumption for the periods from 1971 to 1987. As a result

of better prices agreed to by major NR producing and

consuming countries, production of NR, particularly by

Malaysia, increases, but at a much slower rate due to

certain limitations and barriers such as old rubber trees

and a few months of heavy rain in the country. The

coefficient of estimation in the log linear supply model

that showed NR supply inelastic or slow in response to

changes in prices further confirms the NR production

rigidity in Malaysia. And during 1987, in Black October,

which began in the U.S. and caused worldwide recession,

Malaysian NR production was affected only temporarily and

rapidly recovered in a shorter period of time compared to

other economic activities. Nevertheless, the replanting
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process must continue to replace old, low-yield rubber trees

to ensure more NR production in the future.

In testing the demand elasticity of Malaysian NR,

several combinations of independent variables for the

Malaysian NR demand equation were done. The main purpose

for running several multiple regression equations was to

obtain the best combination of independent variables, such

as MNRRSS1$ and USSBR$ being used together as a rubber price

ratio and sometimes separately except for MNRRSS1$ to test

whether individually or mutually they have different effects

on MNRDEMND. Since the test showed no difference between

using the two variables either together or separately in the

same demand model, the stepwise regression later suggested

that USSBR$ is a poor predictor for the model. Nonetheless,

careful observation of SR price must continue. Other demand

model variables, TTIRES and TCARS, were regressed the same

way as the preceding variables for the same reason. But

using TIRESCAR (TTIRES + TCARS) has more effect on the

demand model than using each one of them separately.

Individually, TCARS is more significant than TTIRES, whose T

value is very small due to reasons given in Chapter 5.

. Therefore, the demand models need some adjustments to

come up with better models and be further confirmed by the

stepwise selecting procedure. In addition to this, the

relationship between price and demand in the case of

Malaysia's NR industry violated the widely accepted theory
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of price-demand inverse relationship. The statistical

result showed that price for NR increases as demand

increases, which means that the demand curve for this

industry is sloping upward. The demand elasticity showed

that in spite of the increase in NR price, rubber consumers

are still demanding NR in a larger amount (see Tables 5.1

and 6). A certain reduction in demand for Malaysian NR was

observed in the data but the long run trend showed that

rubber consumers favor NR over SR, increasingly as the

'greenhouse effect' becomes a growing concern throughout the

world.

Although the statistical result for NR consumption in

the observed countries showed an inverse relationship in

relation to MNRDEMND, the actual condition may be true for

some countries but not for others. This may result from the

summing of the Malaysian NR shares in the observed countries

together instead of regressing them individually. It

contradicted the positive effect of TIRESCAR whereas it

increases by one percent and the MNRDEMND increases by only

0.2013 percent. But the statistics show that as real GNP of

a country increases by one percent, the consumption of

Malaysian NR decreases 0.165 percent a year. NR is not an

inferior commodity relative to SR as discussed in Chapter 3.

As RGNP increases, people's income normally increases.

However,

... many of the developed countries appear to
have approached saturation levels of per
capita consumption, (on the other hand) the
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developing countries apparently have a
propensity for raising their per capita
consumption, depending on the pace at which
they can further develop and industrialize
their economies (1, p. 23).

The result may be different if the exchange rates are low

and the Malaysian NR shares in the RGNPs are observed

separately according to countries.

The empirical study made here showed that some

statistical results from the supply and demand elasticities

tests support the finding of others. Independent variables

significantly affect the determination and prediction

process of the supply and demand for Malaysian NR, although

the parameters are statistically insignificant. These

variables are very important to be ignored if Malaysia is to

remain competitive and continue to be the largest NR

producing country in the world. This paper suggested that

in order to increase NR supply or to properly accomodate

demand for NR, the above variables should be utilized in

future regression, including some other important variables

that are not available here.

The empirical study showed in this thesis also

suggested that concern over lowering NR price if producing

more than necessary or equal to the demand must be ignored

for reasons discussed before. Besides, excess NR can be

stored, preparing for shortage, especially during the rainy

months that are common in the major producing countries.

The main reason high NR prices did not discourage demand for

Malaysian NR or NR in general is that the demand grows
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faster than the supply of Malaysian NR. Remarkable economic

growth and better adoption of technology in developing

countries such as the People's Republic of China, South

Korea, and even Malaysia can ensure continuous demand for

NR, especially for NR from Malaysia. And this trend may

most likely continue for decades to come.

In general, "the continued growth of the world economy

together with supportive policies and incentives would

further enhance the prospects for improvements in the NR

industry" (2, p. 24). Therefore, the world market share for

Malaysian NR can be secured and even improved if Malaysia

can maximize NR production while minimizing the cost of

producing NR such as rubber tapping and storage. This can

discourage the established and the potential rubber

consumers of Malaysian NR from finding other NR or SR

producing countries to accomodate their demands when

shortage occurs. Another step of maximizing and

internalizing the rubber related activities such as futures

trading and shipping and handling is to increase export duty

on rubber that are exported to foreign rubber consumers

using foreign ports, particularly the Singaporean ports. On

the other hand, the government has to lower export duty in

order to encourage the use of domestic ports. The Malaysian

Government also has to encourage more foreign investments

that are rubber related into the country in order to

increase and hasten domestic employment and rubber

consumption.

I
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APPENDIX A

Table 7.--Deterministic Log Linear Supply Equation
of Malaysian NR

1971 - 1987

Variable Standard Error Variation Inflation
For Beta Parameter

intercept 5.18186730 0
MNRRSS1$ 0.02493015 2.19951857
MNRLAND 0.53246322 2.38507014
RESCESS 0.03080164 2.51946056
REPLNCES 0.14082204 2.09348791

Durbin-Watson test = 1.408 d = 0.78
1st order autocorrelation = 0.257 L

d = 1.93
U
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Table B.1.--Deterministic Log Linear Demand Equation
of Malaysian NR

1971 - 1987

Variable Standard Error Variation Inflation
FOR BETA PARAMETER

intercept 1.502346 0
INCEQUAT 0.031648 1.047120
PRCRATIO 0.040296 1.036744
TIRESCAR 0.119950 1.076971

Durbin-Watson test 1.118 d 0.90
1st order autocorrelation 0.370 L

d =1.71
U

Table 8.2. -- Deterministic Log Linear Demand Equation
of Malaysian NR

1971 - 1987

Variable Standard Error Variation Inflation
For Beta Parameter

intercept 1.16554 0
MNRRSS1$ 0.03967 3.09791
INCEQUAT 0.051106 5.76653
USSBR$ O.046272 3.661637
TIRESCAR 0.095581 1.44422

Durbin-Watson test o"1.745 d = 0.67
1st order autocorrelation = 0.061 L

d = 2.10
U



APPENDIX B

Table 9.--Stepwise Regression for MNRSUPLY Model:
Log Linear Equation

Step Variable Partial Model C(P) F Prob > !F!
Entered R**2 R**2

I REPLNCES 0.7573 0.7573 15.3588 46.8167 0.0001
2 MNRRSS1* 0.1300 O.8873 2.1700 16.1438 0.0013

Table 10.--Stepwise Regression for MNRDEMND Model:
Log Linear Equation

Step Variable Partial Model C(P) F Prob > !F!
Entered R**2 R**2

1 MNRRSS1$ 0.4677 0.4677 28.2294 13.1791 0.0025
2 INCEQUAT 0.3087 0.7763 6.3232 19.3201 0.0006
3 TIRESCAR 0.0680 0.8444 3.0544 5.6821 0.0331
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Table 11.--Currency Exchange Table For Malaysian Ringgits
(selected countries)

1971-1987

Year USA UK Japan S. Korea Singapore

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

0.328
0.350
0.408
0.433
0.386
0.394
0.420
0.4524
0.4608
0.4526
0.4460
0. 4228
0.4264
0.414
0.4132
0.3854
0.370

0.129
0.149
0.176
0.184
0 * 191
0.205
0.220
0.226
0.210
0.191
0.235
0.260
0.296
0.342

0 .278
0.269
0.210

129.491
105.7
114.24
130.31
117.79
115v363
100.8
88.04
111.75
94.06
97.36
103.09
99.87
102.07
83.95
62.505
46.38

83.64
89.25
104.04
207.84
185.28
189.12
201.6
184.58
223.04
297.14
298.84
321.25
358.21
322.98
328 . 90
316.00
251.00

0.9512
0.987
1.016
1.00023
0.961
0.969
0.983
0.9801
0.9999
0.9461
0.9134
0.9133
0.9092
0.8965
0 .8780
0.8439
0.720
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Table 12.--Production, Export, and Domestic Consumption
of Malaysian NR ('000 tons)

1971-1987

Year Production Export Domestic Consumption

1971 1,318.6 1,390.37 22.461
1972 1,304.4 1,365.014 22.954
1973 1,542.5 1,638.67 25.861
1974 1,524.8 1,570.211 28.513
1975 1,459.3 1,459.767 34.863
1976 1,612.5 1,620.106 33.759
1977 1,588.0 1,654.088 37.452
1978 1,582.4 1,613.800 38.826
1979 1,570.0 1,650.49 40.599
1980 1,530.0 1,526.165 45.550
1981 1,510.3 1,486.433 47.537
1982 1,494.2 1,378.403 60.316
1983 1,563.7 1,563.574 65.281
1984 1,530.6 1,591.972 65.642
1985 1,469.5 1,498.783 69.552
1986 1,538.6 1,516.847 71.012
1987 1,581.0 1,622.976 87.619

Note:
MNRSUPLY = Production of Malaysian NR.
MNRDEMND = Export + Domestic Consumption.
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